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Foust sets January date for new Turner trial
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
A four-day trial will be held in
January for Angelita Turner, the former Murray State University student
accused of killing her newborn baby
in her dormitory room in March
2001.
Calloway County Circuit Judge
Dennis Foust set a Jan. 21, 2003,
trial date Monday for Turner, who
remains lodged in the Calloway
County Jail on $50,000 cash bond
for her murder charge plus an addi-

tional $5,000
cash bond for
a drug charge
she picked up
while incarcerated.
Turner
gave birth to a
female infant
in her room at
MSU's Hart
Turner
College March
27, 2001, and then wrapped the
infant in a towel and placed it in a

garbage bag, which she placed in a
cabinet under the room's kitchen
sink.
During a four-day trial in
September, jurors were asked to
decide whether Turner's baby was
dead before she placed it in the bag
or if her actions caused it to suffocate. That trial ended in a mistrial
after jurors could not come to a
unanimous verdict.
public
attorneys,
Turner's
defenders Tom Glover and Carol
Connolly, again requested that Foust

lower Turner's bond, specifically
seeking some type of surety or other
non-financial bond conditions that
would allow Turner to be released to
the care of her grandmother, who
lives in South Hazel, Tenn.
Commonwealth Attorney Gale
Cook again objected to Turner being
released to her grandmother's care,
since Turner would be crossing state
lines. Foust said he would consider
lowering Turner's bond, but also
said he was reluctant to allow a bond
with no financial security.

Heroes make homes a little safer
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Louise Guess said she knew to
expect guests at her Cross Street
residence early Monday afternoon,
but she just had no idea how many
people were coming.
Basically, it wound up being an
army. But what a good army.
Guess, 88, was among three
nay homeowners graced by the
Lowe's Home Safety Heroes, a
group of employees from the
Murray home supplies business
who help make the owner's place a
little safer. In addition, Guess also
received a visit from Murray Fire
Inspector Dickie Walls who helped
oversee the operation.
"I guess I do (feel safer). Don't
you think I should with all these
people here? There's so many of
them," she said. "I knew somebody
was coming here today, but I didn't
think it would be like this. I thought
maybe one or two."
The Lowe's team of Gerald
Hamlett of Benton, Jamie Singleton
of Paris, Tenn., Maria Kirtley and
Joanne Tidwell, both of Murray,
along with Lowe's Store Manager
David Thompson handled Guess'
safety additions Monday. When
they were finished, her home was
armed with two smoke detectors, a
fire extinguisher and a carbon
monoxide detector.
"My hopes are you never have
to use any of them," Thompson told
Guess as his team was departing.
The program is part of National
Fire Safety Month, along with a
program Lowe's has developed now
for six years. In 1996, the company
launched the Heroes campaign, a
spin-off of Lowe's older Home
Safety Council which involves 840
stores nationwide.
The Heroes campaign is rather
simple. Once a year, it picks a
theme, then probes the community
for people whose needs might fit
that theme. This year's theme is fire
safety for seniors, and with
Saturday having marked national
Make A Difference Day, Monday's
activities seemed to carry that idea
over a little longer.
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FOR SAFETY'S SAKE ... Lowe's
Home Safety Heroes team member Jamie Singleton of Paris,
Tenn., above photo and smaller
photo, drills a smoke detector into
a wall during the group's visit to
the home of 88-year-old Louise
Guess, smaller photo at far left,
Monday afternoon. The Lowe's
team made two prior stops to
make safety additions, which were
also inspected by the Murray Fire
Department's Dickie Walls.
"We talked about that exact
thing," Thompson said. "It's a
chance to help people, and, through
different organizations, we were
able to identify people for this."
And with winter-like conditions
forecast for this weekend —
Saturday's low could dip into the
20s — it appears this quest was perfectly timed as heating units and

furnaces will be in heavy use.
"I'm just ecstatic about this,"
Walls said. "There is no doubt about
it. Smoke detectors save lives.
That's undisputed, and any time you
get into homes that don't have any,
that's just fantastic.
"A fire doubles in size every 30
seconds, so that means the smoke
gets heavier," he added. "People

Foust also rejected a request 13!,
Turner's attorneys to obtain additional public funding to hire a second expert witness. New York
pathologist Dr. Louis Roh was the
defense's expert witness during the
first trial, and Kentucky Medical
Examiner Dr. Mark La Vaughn
served as the prosecution's expert.
Glover said he believed the additional expert witness for the defense
is justified because the prosecution
also called Henry County Medical
Center OBGYN Dr. Scott Smith

during the first trial, therefore giving
them the equivalent of two expert
witnesses. Cook argued, however,
that Smith was never intended to be
an expert witness and was called to
testify because he was the physician
who examined Turner after she was
brought to HCMC by her grandmother following the birth of the
infant.
Foust said he did not have a problem with Roh testifying again, but

II See Page 2

Ariz.shooter
known for
being'
By The Associated Press
TUCSON, Ariz.(AP) — Robert
Stewart Flores Jr. struggled as a
nursing student at the University of
Arizona. Classmates said he tangled
with instructors and annoyed fellow
students.
"He came across as very aggressive and mean and seemed to have a
lot of issues with being angry," said
Lori Schenkel, a fellow nursing student.
Authorities said Flores' anger
boiled over Monday when he
allegedly shot three of his professors to death during a rampage at the
College of Nursing that sent dozens
of terrified students diving for
cover.
Officials said the 41-year-old
Gulf War veteran had been carrying
five handguns and at least 200
rounds of ammunition. After shooting the three staff members, Flores
turned one of the guns on himself.

"Mr. Flores went in there to create a holy hell for our community,"
Tucson police Chief Richard
Miranda said. "I can't imagine what
the building would look like if he
didn't have a sudden change of
mind."
Bomb squad members were
called in after a backpack or package was found underneath the gunman's body. The suspect had threatened to blow up the building,
though it was unclear when the
threat was made, police said. The
college and nearby buildings were
evacuated but no explosives were
found.
Police said Flores first killed professor Robin Rogers, 50, in her
office on the second floor of the
nursing school building. He then
went to the fourth floor, where he

II See Page 2

Rallying Around

think they'll smell the smoke, but
all that does is put you in a deeper
sleep. Your hearing is the last thing
to go. That detector is the last line
of defense."
As a final gesture, Thompson
said his store will donate 100 battery-powered smoke detectors to
the Murray Fire Department's
Smoke Detectors For the Elderly
program.

Duncan, Rogers aim to make changes
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The two candidates running for
magistrate in District I are eager to
accomplish their goals in this next
term. ,Both Democratic candidate
Gerald Duncan and Republican candidate Phillip Lynn Rogers say they
want to use their opportunity in
office to make important changes.
Duncan, the incumbent who is
the only magistrate to face a partisan
opponent in the November election,
said he has enjoyed his position as
magistrate and feels he has made

many improvements.
"It is just something I like to do,"
he said. "We've tried to keep the
cost down and the taxes down."
One of his main focuses when he
entered office was to maintain the
roads in his district. Duncan said his
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goal was to
cover every
red road in his
district, and
almost
had
completed
that goal.
"If I could
another
get
hitch, I think I
could get the
Duncan
rest of them
covered," he said. "I think we've
done a good job and I'd like to have
another shot at it."

Rogers
said the main
focus of his
campaign is to
a
be
spokesperson
for the district.
"It seems
no one is ever
how
asked
Rogers
feel
they
about the issues," he said. "I'd like

II See Page 2
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CANDIDATE QUESTION ... Maeve McCarthy poses a question to congressional candidate Klint Alexander during
last night's candidate rally sponsored by the Calloway
County Democratic Party at Playhouse in the Park.
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Sniper duo linked to Tacoma killing, synagogue shooting
TACOMA, Wash.(AP) — Two suspects
charged in the rash of recent East Coast
sniper attacks were linked by authorities
Monday to the murder of a Tacoma woman
last winter, and a shooting at a synagogue.
Tacoma Police Chief David Brame said
John Allen Muhammad, 41, and John Lee
MaIvo, 17, are suspects in the killing of 21 year-old Keenya Cook. She was shot in the
face Feb. 16 when she opened the door at the
house where she lived.
Brame said a man contacted the FBI last
week and told authorities he'd allowed

Muhammad and MaIvo to borrow his
weapons, including a .45-caliber semiautomatic handgun, while the pair were staying
with him earlier this year.
Investigators recovered three handguns
and two rifles from the man, including two
allegedly used in the crimes, Tacoma police
spokesman Jim Mattheis said. Ballistics
tests confirmed that both weapons were used
in separate shootings, he said.
"As a result, we now consider John Allen
Muhammad and John Lee MaIvo as suspects
in the Keenya Cook homicide," Brame said.

Mattheis has said Cook's family recognized Muhammad from news photos after
his arrest in the sniper cases and called
authorities. The man who provided police
with the weapons also "came forward after
the news coverage," Mattheis said. "He's
been very cooperative."
Cook's aunt, Isa Nichols. used to be a
bookkeeper for Muhammad's auto repair
business in the 1990s. Nichols became
friends with Muhammad and his then-wife
Mildred, and sided with Mildred during that
couple's bitter divorce and child-custody

dispute, officials said.
Cook had moved into Nichols' home in
the fall of 2001 for protection from an abusive boyfriend. Members of Cook's family
wondered if Isa Nichols was the intended
target and that Cook was shot by mistake
when she opened the door.
In the synagogue case, Brame said a .44caliber Magnum, borrowed from the same
man, was used in a shooting at Temple Beth
El between May 1 and May 4. No one was
believed at the synagogue at the time.
Brame said there are no plans to charge

the man who came forward.
Muhammad was in the Army at Fort
Lewis beginning in 1985 and lived in
Tacoma off and on after he was honorably
discharged from the Army in 1994.
The Tacoma police informant told officers Muhammad and Malvo stayed with him
occasionally between February and April of
this year, then became full-time guests at his
home from May until July.
In the East Coast cases, the pair now face
murder charges in both Virginia and
Maryland.

Bush to return to Ky. for GOP rally

Clothes pile near
heater reportedly
cause of fire
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A fire at Zimmerman Apartments over the weekend was caused by a
pile of clothes left next to a wall heater in one of the apartments, according to Murray Fire Inspector Dickie Walls.
Walls said the heater was turned on, although the apartment's residents
thought it was off.
Firefighters were dispatched to the apartments, which are located on
Wiswell Road, just after 11 p.m. Saturday. Firefighters returned to the
apartments at 3:31 a.m. after the earlier fire flared up again.
No one was reported injured in either fire.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
President Bush will campaign
Friday
Kentucky, where
in
Republican U.S. Rep. Anne Northup
is trying to fend off a hard-charging
Democratic opponent.
An administration official speaking on condition of anonymity confirmed the Kentucky trip without
elaborating on the president's specific travel plans. More details were
expected Tuesday.
A visit to Louisville to campaign
for Northup would be a second for
Bush.
Democrats said a Louisville stop
by Bush this week as he crisscrosses

the nation for GOP candidates
would indicate that Northup's
Democratic
challenger,
Jack
Conway, is gaining on her.
"I think she needs the president
to come in here to boost up her
party," Conway campaign manager
Mark Riddle said.
Northup campaign chairman Ted
Jackson said a return visit by the
president should not be seen as a
sign of concern about Conway's
campaign.
'That would be the wrong conclusion," he said. "We are in great
shape going into the last week of
this race, and feel very confident

that Anne will be elected to her
fourth term in Congress."
Bush headlined a $1,000-perplate fund-raiser for Northup, gave a
policy speech and met the city's
world champion Little League baseball team during a Sept. 5 stop in
Louisville. Bush raised more than
$450,000 for Northup's campaign in
September.
State Republican Chairwoman
Ellen Williams said the NorthupConway campaign is among a small
number that remain competitive
nationally as the two parties wrangle
for control of the U.S. House.
"It is absolutely one of the most

•'Angry' ...
From Front

•Turner ...
From Front

of that trial, he said, is still readily
available.
"Everybody here was there," he
said. "It's still fresh on everybody's
minds. I'm just not going to spend
the funds."
Cook also made a request
Monday that Foust set a Nov. 13
trial date for Turner's drug trafficking charge. Foust denied that
request as well, stating that he
would rather get the murder trial out
of the way first.

he said he did not believe Smith's
presence in the first trial constituted
an extra expert for the defense in the
second trial.
"We're not going to do a second
expert," Foust said. "They're entitled to one expert, but not more than
one."
In another fund-saving measure.
Foust denied a request by the
defense for a typed transcript of the
September trial to be created. Video

•Magistrates

•••

From Front
to bring a real open door policy to the office."
He also said he wants to make sure all the roads stay maintained.
"As far as the roads go, a lot of roads are in poor condition," Rogers said.
"I believe proper paving the first time will save in the long run."
However, he said his main goal for the office is to allow the people of
District 1 be heard.
"The biggest thing I want to bring is accountability of voice," Rogers
said. "I want everyone in the 1st District to be equally treated."

GIFTS ENIOYED LONG AFTER TODAY
"If you haven't sent someone a
Candy Bouquet, you really
haven't told them how special
they really are.
Free Delivery In Town
966 Chestnut St.(Next to Pagliai's)• 753-2159

entered a classroom full of students
taking a test being given by two
teachers.
There .he confronted Cheryl
McGaffic, a 44-year-old ethics
teacher who studied the relationship
between health and spiritually in
seriously ill patients.
He told McGaffic "he was going
to give her a lesson in spirituality,"
said student Laura Kelley. Witnesses
said Flores fired two shots into
McGaffic's chest and stood directly
over her as he shot her in the head.
Barbara Monroe, 45, was
allegedly Flores' last target. The
instructor was cowering behind a
desk as Flores approached, witnesses said. "He asked her if she was
ready to meet her maker. She said
'Yes,' and then he shot her once and
then twice more," said student Gena
Johnson.
Flores worked at the Veterans
Administration hospital in Tucson
as a licensed practical nurse and was
studying to become a registered
nurse.. He was employed by a nursing agency, said Spencer Ralston,
associate director for the Southern
Arizona Veterans Administration
Health Care System.
Flores failed a pediatric nursing
class and was struggling in a critical
care class this term, said University
Vice Provost Elizabeth Irvin. A critical care exam was being administered when the gunman burst into
McGaffic and Monroe's classroom.
Schenkel said Flores bragged to
pediatrics classmates last year that
he had received a concealed

"" DON SEN.SHERIFF

tact Flores but Daykin didn't know
if they had been successful.
William Gordon, a registered
nurse who said he worked with
Flores at the veterans hospital and
knew him for three years, said he
saw nothing that would foreshadow
violence by Flores.
"He was very nice, very intelligent, very well-spoken," Gordon
said. "I never heard anything violent
period from this guy."
University President Peter Likins
said there were no immediate plans
to change security procedures at the
34,000-student university, which
includes the 380-student nursing
school.
About 100 people gathered for a
candlelight vigil at the university
Monday night. Nursing student
Izaah Miretsky said she was struck
by the professors' commitment to
students.
"They always put our needs
above theirs," he said.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Associated
Press writer Arthur H. Rotstein contributed to this report.
MAX BERCHERER Arizona Daily StarlAP Photo
UNIVERSITY SHOOTING ... Students comfort each other after a
shooting incident in a class at the University of Arizona's
School of Nursing in Tucson, Ariz. Four people were confirmed
dead, including the attacker, who is believed to have killed himself, said Tucson police Chief Richard Miranda.
weapons permit. She said he seemed
to enjoy calling attention to himself
by asking inappropriate questions
and challenging instructors. He
failed that class and had to take it
again, Schenkel said.
"Most of the people in class didn't like him," Schenkel said. "He

was very obnoxious and rude."
University police Chief Anthony
Daykin said a university staff member filed a report with the police in
April 2001 saying "Flores conveyed
to staff he was depressed and may
take action against the college of
medicine." Police attempted to con-
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Education/Training/Experience
'Graduate Calloway County High School

Due to an editorial error, The last
paragraph was omitted from a front
page article Monday regarding
"Meet the candidates Night" at the
Murray Woman's Club tonight.
The paragraph stated: The
Murray Woman's Club. a non-partisan group, previously held a
fundraiser supper which featured
Democratic congressional candidate Klint Alexander. U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield, R-Ky., was unable to
attend the function that evening.
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'13A Degree-KY Wesleyan College
'Graduate Southern Police Institute,
Administrative Officer's Course
University of Louisville
'Graduate State Police Academy
'Graduate Special Agents Course FDLE
'Graduate FBI Bomb School
'Graduate ATF Advanced Explosive Investigations
'Graduate National Fire Academy Course
'Graduate of Numerous KY State Police Academy
Schools over 20 years
'Certified Executive I by the International
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Related Work Experience
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Homicide, Hate Crime, Wanton Endangerment.
Burglary, Theft, Criminal Mischief, to include
recovery and destruction of old explosives and
explosive devices.
*Retired KY State Police with 20 Years 7 Months as
an Investigator and Bomb Technician
*Former State Trooper

highly charged
contests across
the country,"
Williams said.
Democrats
hold a roughly
2-to-1 registration advantage in the 3rd
District, cover ing
Louisville and
Bush
most of the
Jefferson County suburbs.
Northup unseated one-term
Democrat Mike Ward in 1996, winning by a mere 1,200 votes.
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Center for diabetes offers new services

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The adopt her daughter, Tedlin, she had
University of Kentucky has a new saved nearly two months of six
policy for employees who adopt time but wasn't allowed to use it.
Instead she used three weeks of
children and for new fathers.
Under the plan released monday, vacation and two weeks of unpaid
employees who adopt can use up to leave to help the 1-year-old adjust.
"This is a wonderful, wonderful
six weeks of paid six time for travfor parents," she said. "I think
move
their
with
time
adjustment
and
el
children. New father also can use sometimes people forget that adoptthe six weeks of paid six time to ing is about family, too."
Karen Combs, task force costay home with new infants, instead
chairperson, said one of the task
of using vacation or unpaid leave.
"I'm personally excited about force's topics was the restricted use
making these opportunities avail- of sick leave. Its goal, she said, is to
able to our employees," President "achieve balance between life at
Lee Todd said. "I feel this innova- work and life away from work. This
tive approach is necessary to attract policy change is a wonderful first
and retain the best and brightest step in achieving that balance."
UK officials said the policy was
employees."
New mothers who have given a first among similar universities,
although employers across the
birth already have the option.
The policy was an offshoot of country are moving toward more
the Work/Life Task Force, con- parent-friendly policies such as
vened by Todd shortly after he paternity leave. Toyota Motor
arrived amid a crisis in UK's Manufacturing and Lexmark, two
of the Lexington area's largest
health-care coverage.
UK administrator Edythe Lach employers, offers monetary benewelcomed the new policy. When fits for expenses to employees who
she went to China six years ago to adopt rather than paid sick leave.

The Center for Diabetes at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital recently purchased the
Continuous Glucose Monitoring System
(CGMS). The new system intended for diabetes
patients is the first of its kind and will help to
facilitate adjustments in the patient's diabetes
therapy.
The CGMS, which was granted approval
from the FDA on June 15, 1999, records tissue
glucose levels at 10-second intervals for up to
three days. Health care professionals can then
download the information collected on a computer for review.
People with diabetes currently monitor glucose by testing blood samples obtained from finger pricks several times a day. This new system
is not intended to replace the standard finger
stick testing, but is intended for one-time or
occasional testing to help provide supplemental
information. Patients using the CGMS must continue to do the finger stick test.
Glucose levels can fluctuate widely from very
high to very low throughout the day in diabetes
patients. This makes it difficult to determine
when it is important to do finger stick tests. Until
now, there has been no way to continuously
monitor those fluctuations. The CGMS is a
Holterstyle sensor system that is intended to
continuously and automatically record glucose

venting or delaying chronic complications from
diabetes is strict control. Normal glucose levels
before meals are the same for everyone, weather
you have diabetes or not (70-110 mg/dl). We
know that people who have glucose levels consistently over 130 mg/dl will eventually develop
complications. The CGMS will help physicians
identify when glucose levels are out of the normal ranges at times when a finger stick may not
have been done."
Listed below are a few examples of when a
diabetes patient might want to order the GCMS:
• Elevated Alc
• Hypoglycemia Unawareness
• Pregnancy or Pre-conception
• Insulin Reactions
• Change in Treatment Regimen
• Laser Surgery/Retinopathy
• Kidney problems
• Frequent Hypoglycemia
• DKA Incident
• Erratic Blood Glucose Levels
• ER Visits or Hospitalizations
• Motor Vehicle Accident or Other Mishaps
• Nerve Damage
• Macrovascular
For more information, please contact the
Center for Diabetes at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at 270-762-1806.

levels in a diabetes patient's subcutaneous tissue
fluid.
The new system is available by physician
order only, and consists of a replaceable glucose
sensor, a monitor, and a unit with a special program for transferring data from the monitor to a
,:omputer. The sensor, which contains a glucosesensing mechanism, is inserted under the skin at
the abdomen like a tiny needle. The sensor is
connected by wire to the monitor, which is worn
externally by the patient and is about the size of
a pager. The sensor measures tissue glucose
every 10 seconds and stores the data in the monitor's memory.
After up to 72 hours, the patient will return to
the Center for Diabetes for the clinician to
remove and discard the sensor. The information
collected is then transferred to a computer and
sent to the patient's physician to review. The
clinical report allows the physician to identify
patterns of glucose excursions above or below
the desired glucose range. The system can help
to identify glucose trends and supplement standard readings facilitate adjustments in the
patient's diabetes therapy to minimize these glucose excursions.
"We are very excited to offer this new service
at the Center for Diabetes," said Tara Shelton,
Diabetes Educator. "The bottom line for pre-

Sigma Chi, Alpha Sig to host haunted house
The Sigma Chi fraternity and
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority from
Murray State University have
teamed up to host the 2nd Annual
Haunted House to benefit Murray
Headstart and Toys for Tots on Oct.
30 from 8 p.m.-1 a.m. and on Oct.
31 from 7-11 p.m. at the Sigma Chi
House at 103 North 14th Street, in
Murray, Ky.
A portion of the proceeds will
be donated to the Murray Headstart
Program. The Headstart Program is
a program that is designed to help
preschool children prepare for
entering school. Preschool children
participate in pre-learning and premath activities, as well as developing social skills.
The Toys for Tots program,
sponsored by the Alpha Sigma
Alpha sorority, raises money and
collects toys for underprivileged
children during the holiday season.
The brothers of Sigma Chi
developed the haunted house last
year for kids in the Murray area as
a safe Halloween alternative. "Last
year we had over 600 people come
through the house in just one night.

This year, we've expanded the
event to last two nights. It's a great
event for kids and a lot of fun for
the community and the brothers,"
said Todd Veach, the Haunted
House coordinator.
"Since we wanted to expand this
year, we needed more manpower.
The Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
gladly volunteered," said Mike
Maxwell, public relations chairman
for the Sigma Chi fraternity.
The proceeds from the event
will be evenly split between the
two organizations and then be
donated to the two charities.
"The Alpha Sigs and Sigma
Chis develop ideas for the house,
build the scenes, and perform as
actors for the Haunted House. This
year the brothers will turn the
chapter house into three floors with
over 24 scenes and about 150
actors. There's something for
everyone, young and old" said
Veach.
Tickets for this year's event can
are $3 in advance or $5 at the door.
Advanced tickets can be purchased
by calling 270-753-9059.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times prim
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CLASS DISCUSSION ... Calloway County Sheriff's
Department Sgt. Larry Roberts tries to emphasize a point
during his talk with students at Calloway County Middle
School. Each year, CCMS students listen to safety instructions. Roberts' visit came a week before the Halloween
holiday.

HAUNTED HOUSE ... From Left to Right (clockwise): DJ
Mernick, Senior from Louisville; Jaime Lee, Senior from
Henderson; Brent Kleier, Senior from Louisville; Lauren Cline,
Junior from Henderson; Macy Andrews, Junior from Paducah;
Chase Venable, Sophomore from Mayfield; Abby Cronch,
Senior from Graves: Ashley McKnatt, Junior from Lexington.

Water quality plans for farmers
aren't being enforced by state
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
State officials aren't enforcing a
requirement under the Kentucky
Agricultural Water Quality Act that
asks farmers to show how they prevent chemicals from contaminating
water sources.
In the year since the deadline for
filing plans, no farmer has been
cited for lacking a plan.
"There hasn't been enforcement
due to lack of a plan," said Maleva
Chamberlain. public information
officer for the Kentucky Division of
Water. "They're still grappling with
the protocol for that."
Water quality plans call for farmers to outline what practices they
will use to prevent fertilizer, herbicides and animal waste runoff from
entering water sources. The plans
are to be filed with the Natural
Resource Conservation District.
The requirement was created as a
method of controlling "nonpoint"
pollution — pollution that does not
come from a readily identifiable
source, such as sewage plants or
industries.
This year, the division of water
reported more than 1.200 miles of
Kentucky streams were affected by
nonpoint pollution from agriculture.
Dwayne Sandefur, a soil conservationist with the Natural Resource
Conservation District's Daviess

County office, said the plans were
not created with direct enforcement
in mind.
"We weren't going to police it,"
he said. "We just put it out as an
educational tool for people to see
different options on" best management practices. The office would
have a difficult time following up
on every water quality plan filed by
regional farmers, Sandefur said.
"Most farmers aren't trying to
hide anything, but it's the bad apple
operators who are the problem,"
said Lee Dew, water testing coordinator for Tradewater/Lower Green
River Watershed Watch in western
Kentucky.
Dew said nearly all the streams
in his area are impacted "one way or
another" by fecal coliform bacteria.
Although fecal coliform can
enter streams through faulty septic
systems, it also comes from animal
operations and farmers fertilizing
their fields with manure. Dew said.
Dew said the water quality plans
would have more effect if the state
would enforce them. "That would
be a step in the right direction," he
said.
Chamberlain said the plans are
useful in helping farmers stop nonpoint pollution into swains.
"The only way yo re ever going
to get a handle on the nonpoint stuff
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is by educating people on nonpoint
— how to fix it and how to prevent
it," she said.

REAL ESTATE
TODAY

MURRAY
Honor a Veteran

They've given us the gift of freedom...
give them a gift they'll never forget.
Please fill out the form and return it
with your check to:
Murray Main Street - Brick
P.O. Box 143
Murray, KY 42071

Judy
Denton
First Impressions
As temperatures go down, we
approach one of the most beautiful
times of the year. Nature's beauty
is alive around us in splendid colors!
If you are considering selling
your home at this time, remember.
first impressions are lasting ones.
Here are a few things to remember: Keep your yard as attractive
as possible by clearing all leaves
and debris. Touch up any paint that
is peeling or dirty. Place attractive
containers with evergreen plants in
them to add color during the winter months. It is also a good time to
have the furnace serviced.
The holiday season is a busy season for realtors. We have clients
that take advantage of being off
work to look for that special nev.
home to call their own. There are
fewer homes on the market in the
winter to select from. Take advantage of this shortage and list your
home today.
Call Judy Denton today for all
your real estate needs 270-7598780 or e-mail me today me at
jed2110@yahoo.com. Campbell
Realty - We help make dreams
come true.

CAMPBELL
REALTY

in Ea

$50.00 for two lines of copy
$60.00 for three lines of copy
13 characters per line only
Only one letter, character, or number per box.
A blank box must be left wherever a space is needed.
Please check the area in which you would like
your brick to be placed:
In Honor of J Velerans J Business
CommunitY Supporter
111441.
01
Line 1:
H

irn

Line 2:
•••••••

nfl
Line 3:
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Name:
Address:
Phone: Daytime:
Brick forms can also be filled out or downloo
www.murraymoInsfreet.ors)

Questions: Call Main Street at 759-9474
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Aglow
Theresa's tumor marker level
was down low for most of the summer. She used the time to cultivate
her garden, start a regular exercise
program and get back to her art
work. In August, the CA 125 test
that monitors tumor activity started
edging up again, along with her
blood pressure. Though she was
anxious when
the doctor
ordered a CAT
Scan to see what
was going on,
she was reassured when the
results came
through.
Everything
seemed okay.
Just a few
Main Street weeks later, it
By Constance was clear there
Alexander
were problems.
Ledger & Times This time, the
surgery was to
Columnist
remove her
spleen, 3 inches
of colon, and 2
lymph nodes. Nevertheless, she
was relieved and grateful when she
woke up to discover a colostomy
was not required.
"The surgeon took as much cancer as he could find." Theresa
ivcites her recent medical history
in the clear, dulcet voice of an
earnest student who has memorized her lessons and hopes to get
an "A."
"There were two tumors on the
aorta," she goes on. "They are inoperable." There's a pause in the conversation before I find the right
question to ask.
"What's next?"
"I think I'll be starting chemo on
Halloween, and I feel I'll be a lot
better off then," she declares.
"That's what I want to believe."
Theresa has been down this road
before. Her journey started with
breast cancer when she was in her
30s. Then ovarian cancer showed
up with all the spite of an evil stepsister. Now in her early 50s,
Theresa has endured surgeries, various chemotherapies, baldness,
pain, uncertainty, and the loss of a
lover who couldn't stick around
when he was most needed. Now
she is actually looking forward to
more chemo, a new combination of
drugs.
"That's going to help me," she
asserts. "I've always responded in
the past and there are a lot of
things that could be tried."
The way Theresa sees it, there is

no argument against hope, even in
the face of a dismal diagnosis.
"I can't give up," she says. "The
longer I stay alive, the closer they
are to finding a cure for cancer. A
lot of things are being studied right
now, a lot of clinical studies. They
take time," she continues, "but
maybe someday I'll be involved in
one of them, and I'll be the one it
works on.
Every time I interview Theresa, I
question her about the dreams she
is having. They are always fantastic, upbeat. She used to have
dreams about being caught in dark
places, but she always found an
escape. Then there was the time an
angel in a pink chenille sweater
tapped Theresa on the shoulder and
signaled that she should follow.
They ended up in a huge warehouse, full of all the art supplies
she could ever need. Truly an
artist's dream.
Just today during a nap, she
dreamed she was back in school
taking a test. "I couldn't understand
where I was supposed to write my
answers," she says. "I knew I was
flunking, flunking, flunking. But I
kept on going, kept plugging
along."
"That sounds awful," I said.
"Actually. I wasn't worried,"
Theresa told me. "She can't kill me.
After all, she's just a teacher."
The friends and family who have
come to Theresa's aid throughout
her bouts with cancer are amazed at
her positive attitude. Even her doctors have taken a personal interest
in her case. With no health insurance, the bills are enormous, daunting. But she's gotten back on her
feet before, both medically and
financially, and she is thankful that
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
one of her physicians is willing to
Associated Press Writer
take $50 a month on a tab that
WASHINGTON (AP) — The American Civil
reaches into the thousands of dolwar consumed at least 620,000 lives over more
lars.
than 1,400 days and has been scrutinized, disHaving faith, friends and family
sustains Theresa. She finds strength cussed and interpreted ever since.
in prayer, and inspiration in nature,
The war has captured popular imagination and
her art work, and observing the
marched into the domain of novels, drama, art,
valor of others. "You don't have to
film and television documentaries. There are
look far to find someone who's
Civil War reenactments not only on the sites of
worse off than you," she advises.
battles but in places where battles were never
And then she goes on to cite an
fought. Scholars spend their careers studying and
example that keeps her going. "I
writing about the war and the people who lived
know a woman who's been on
through it.
chemo for 10 years," Theresa says.
Now, the Library of Congress, the repository
"She's lived with it and she's about
of millions of Civil War letters, photographs,
my age. She has maibtained a posibooks, diaries, drawings, and war maps, sets out
tive attitude and she just glows."
in a single 949-page book to gather the strands of
the war under a single tent.
Donations can be made to the
"The Library of Congress Civil War Desk
Theresa Fund at BB&T Bank, Main
Referen
ce" is both a warehouse of information
Street, Murray.
and a map for further exploration of what historian James McPherson calls "the most dramatic,
violent and fateful experience in American historYDear Editor,
McPherson supplies the foreword of the new
book, compiled by Civil War scholars Gary W.
So far as politics are concerned. I am a registered Democrat, but have
Gallagher and Paul Finkelman and Library of
never put the party above the person that I thought to be the best qualifie
d
Congress editor Margaret E. Wagner. He says
for the position.
their efforts provide material unavailable in any
I have been in several field meetings with Congressman Ed Whitfield.
other source. And since the book is organized in
In all meetings, he has explained the issues before the House and has
chapters, hq notes that it itself can be read as a
asked for what was the desire of the people. I do not see how we could
history of the war and its times.
expect to find anyone that would work harder for us than he does or
why
The book tracks the major battles but also folone would want to give him up for one with no experience.
lows the supply wagons and the troop trains and
I have not been in meetings with Sen. Mitch McConnell, but have had
his reports and know that he is busy for Kentucky. Look at the record
of
these men. How can we turn them down?

Book provides up close glimpse of Civil War
WashingtonYesterday

OurReadersWrite

Charlie F. Arnett
Murray, Ky.
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
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1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
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Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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ous places on the battlefield. Not only are the
houses full but the yards are covered with them."
Dr. Spencer Glasgow Welch, Confederate surgeon.
• August 1862: "Here too, I saw what I had
never seen before: men pinning strips of paper
with their names, company and regiment to their
coats so they could be identified if killed." Capt.
Charles Minor Blackford, Second Virginia
Cavalry.
•September 1862: "The rebels were pouring a
murderous current of shot and shell upon us, we
returned the compliment; there (sic) uniform
being the color of dirt, we could not see them very
well, but we kept them at bay ..." Pvt. John W.
Jacques, Ninth New York State Militia, describing the Battle of Antietam.
• October 1862: "It is not for you and I, or us
& our dear little ones alone, that I was and am
willing to risk the fortunes of the battlefield, but
also for the sake of the country's millions who are
to come after us." Sgt. Joseph Chaney. U.S.
Army. The book itself is dedicated to Sgt.
Chaney.
• December 1862, from London: "The great
body of the aristocracy and the commercial classes are anxious to see the United States go to
pieces ... the middle and lower class sympathize
with us (because they) see in the convulsion in
America an era in the history of the world out of
which must come in the end a general recognition
of the right of mankind to the fruit of their labor
and the pursuit of happiness." U.S. Minister to
Great Britain Charles Francis Adams.

listens to the taps of the telegraph keys reporting
events. It records advances in mapping. the use of
intelligence and examines newspaper coverage of
the war and its politics. It traces advances in military surgery and identifies disease, not combat,
as the war's deadliest killer.
"It is estimated that two-thirds of the war's
fatalities were attributable to diseases such as
diarrhea, dysentery, pneumonia, typhoid. malaria," the authors state.
The book tracks the building of military railroads and bridges. notes conditions on the home
fronts North and South, and documents the use of
black soldiers. It begins with a history of
American slavery and the sectional divisions tearing at the nation. It ends with a history of reconstruction.
Time lines inserted at intervals contain the
experiences and thoughts of people on both sides
of the battle lines. Here, for 1862, are some of
them:
• April 1862: "We caught a rebel spy in our
camp last week, disguised as a newspaper vendor.
Papers were found in his boots that convicted him
beyond doubt, and he was hanged by the neck
with very little ceremony." Sgt. Warren H.
Freeman, 13th Massachusetts Volunteers.
• May 1862:"My horse's head was blown off
and falling so suddenly as to catch my foot and
leg under the horse. The regiment, seeing me fall,
supposed I was killed or wounded and began to
falter ... I grasped it (the flag) and called upon
them to charge!" Confederate Lt. Col. Brian
Grimes.
Lawrence L. Knutson has reported on
• June 1862: "The most saddening sight was Congress, the White House and
Washington's histhe wounded at the hospitals, which were in vari- toryfor 35 years.

One eye on the campaign trail ...
Washington
One eye on the U.N.
Today

By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
PHOENIX(AP)— After a weekend of high-stakes diplomatic talks,
President Bush is returning to the
campaign trail, hoping to give a
homestretch boost to Republican
gubernatorial and congressional
candidates ahead of next week's
elections.
While stumping in New Mexico
and Colorado on Monday, Bush has
one eye on deliberations at the U.N.
Security Council this week.
American diplomats are pushing for
an Iraq resolution that will authorize
the use of force in the event that
Saddam Hussein balks at U.N.
inspection efforts to uncover forbidden weapons in his arsenal. A vote is
likely by the end of the week.
After huddling on terrorism and
trade with Chinese President Jiang
Zemin at his Texas ranch and meeting with other leaders from the AsiaPacific region at the Mexican resort
town of Cabo San Lucas, Bush
dashed to Arizona for a campaign
stop Sunday night.
Former Rep. Matt Salmon and
Democratic Attorney General Janet
Napolitano are in a competitive race
for governor. Also, Republican Rick
Renzi is a slight favorite over
Democrat George Cordova for new
House seat.
"Go to your house of worship,
your community centers, your coffee shops and talk it up," the presi-

dent told several thousand people
who crammed a downtown theater
to hear him speak.
He also said the Democrat
crossover vote could be helpful.
"Listen, a good Democrat knows the
difference between a tax raiser and a
tax cutter," the president added.
Bush was devoting his public
appearances Monday to politics,
looking to add to the Republican
majority in the House and to put the
Senate back in control of the GOP.
Most of the remaining eight days
before the Nov. 5 elections will be
spent on the stump, with the focus
on tight races.
Bush has been on the road since
Thursday morning, starting with
campaign stops in North Carolina,
South Carolina and Alabama.
In
New
Mexico.
both
Republicans and Democrats are
spending heavily for an open GOP
House seat in the southern part of
the state, one of the hottest in the
country. John Arthur Smith, a
Democrat, is running against the
GOP choice, Steve Pearce. Bush and
Vice President Dick Cheney have
both raised money for Pearce.
In the New Mexico governor's
race, polls show Clinton administration alumnus Bill Richardson has an
18-point lead over Republican John
Sanchez. Richardson resigned from
Congress in 1997 to become ambassador to the United Nations and later
secretary of the Energy Department.

Bush. making his fourth trip as
president to New Mexico — a state
he lost in 2000 by 366 votes to Al
Gore — was addressing a
Republican rally in Alamagordo.
In Denver later in the day, Bush
was scheduled to speak on behalf of
Wayne Allard, the conservative senator struggling to hold off Democrat
Tom Strickland in a rematch. Three
minor party candidates complicate
the race. Two polls this month
showed the race a statistical tie.

AP File Photo
The U.S. game plan on Iraq was
encountering significant Security
Council resistance.
Administration officials, impatient with the marathon debate at the
U.N.. say they expect the issue to
come to a head this week.
Bush has said each day since
leaving Washington that if the
Security Council fails to give him
the authority he is seeking, the
United States will lead a coalition to
disarm Iraq by force.
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Man pleads guilty to Hopkinsville church slayings

Deaths
Mrs. Sarah Marie Salmon
Mrs. Sarah Mane Salmon, 81, Robert Barnhill Road, Paris, Tenn., died
Thursday, Oct. 24, 2002. at her home.
She was former owner and operator of Salmon Store Hwy. 140, and a
member of Puryear United Methodist Church. She was in the top ten of the
1939 graduating class of Grove High School, Paris.
Married Sept. 1, 1942, to John Lewis Salmon, he died Aug. 20, 2002.
Born Sept. 20,1921, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Riley Marshall Phelps and Bette Myrtle Hancock Phelps. Also preceding her in death were five sisters, Gladys Lucille Damron,Christine Phelps,
Mildred Roberts, Mary Marshall Bell and Jessie Myrtle McAbee, and one
brother, Joel Phelps.
Survivors include three daughters, Ms. Carol Solmon, Murray, Mrs.
Jennifer S. Arnold and husband, Jerry, Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Jon Maria
S. Taylor and husband, Bruce, Corelville, Iowa; one sister, Mrs. Hallie
Gulick, Paris, Tenn.; seven grandchildren, Kelly, Austin and Mandee
McCarty, Vince and Nick Arnold, and David and Jake Taylor; two greatgrandchildren, John Paul Austin and Lewis Farmer Austin.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Ed Montgomery officiated. Burial was in
Hillcrest Cemetery there.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Puryear United Methodist
Church, 10260 Hwy. 641 North, Puryear, TN 38251

Edward Allen Eberle Sr.
The funeral mass for Edward Allen Eberle Sr. is today (Tuesday) at 10
a.m. at St. Charles Catholic Church, Otterbein, Ind. Burial will follow in
the Tippecanoe Memory Gardens, West Lafayette, Ind., with Shoemaker
Funeral Home, Otterbein, Ind., in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hope Lodge, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Mr. Eberle Sr., 63, Lakeview Cabins Drive, New Concord, died Friday,
Oct. 25, 2002, at noon at I.U. Medical Center, Indianapolis, Ind.
He had retired April 7, 2000, after 30 years in the data processing of tech
services insurance with State Farm. He was a member of St. Leo Catholic
Church, and of the Lafayette Cloud Jockey's and the Flying Club, Murray.
After retirement, he and his wife had moved May 25, 2001, to New
Concord and the Kentucky Lake area.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sharon Janssen Eberle, to whom he
was married Nov. 17, 1962, in Otterbein, Ind.; two daughters, Mrs.
Kathleen (Kathy) Blake and husband, David Jr., Fowler, Ind., and Mrs.
Anita Kay Sanders and husband, Chad, Indianapolis, Ind.; two sons,
Edward (Eddie) Eberle Jr. and wife, Cathee, Indianapolis, Ind., and
Michael (Mike)Eberle, Lafayette, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary Ewing and
wife, Keith, Kokomo, Ind., and Mrs. Helen Chafin and husband, Carl,
Cadiz; one brother, John Eberle and wife, Lorane, Delphi, Ind.; three
grandchildren, Brent William Blake, Allison Cate Eberle and Rachael
Paige Eberle; several nieces and nephews.

Virgil Pool
The funeral for Virgil Pool was Monday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Paul Cannon officiated. Burial
was in the Barlow City Cemetery, Barlow.
Mr. Pool,67, Running Bear Road, Gilbertsville, died Saturday, Oct. 26,
2002, at Kentucky Dam Marina Pier 1, Gilbertsville.
Retired from Trane Company, he was a veteran of the Korean Conflict
and a member of Canton Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandy Miller Pool,two daughters, Mrs.
Kimberly Cooper and Mrs. Jennifer Lloyd, and one son, Donald Pool, all
of Lexington; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Nicole Foutch, Hazel, and Mrs.
Jenia Leehy, Clarkston, Mich.; three stepsons, Bill Howard, North
Carolina, and Charles West and Rick West, both of Paducah; five sisters,
Mrs. Peggy Sue Carter, Barlow, Mrs. Cathrine Dixon, LaCenter, Mrs. Jo
Nell Horn, Barlow, Mrs. Jackie Steel, LaCenter and Mrs. Joyce
Williamson, Granville, Tenn.; two brothers, Junior Pool, Wickliffe, and
Wayne Pool, LaCenter; four grandchildren.

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)- A man who
gunned down his estranged wife and another
woman during a church revival service pleaded
guilty Monday to murder charges.
As potential jurors reported to Christian
County Circuit Court to hear the case, Fredrick
Radford entered the pleas and agreed to have
Judge John Atkins set sentencing.
A former minister and associate pastor of a
church in Madisonville, Radford, 37, cried as he
stood before Aktins and answered questions
about his plea.
Radford shot and killed his estranged wife,
Adrianne Nicole Radford, 25, and Mary Ann
Turner,47, at the Greater Oak Missionary Baptist
Church in Hopkinsville on May 18, 2001.
The families and the victims have suffered
enough, Radford said, wiping tears from his face
with a tissue.
About 30 people who either witnessed the
shootings or were friends of the two victims
attended the hearing.
A smaller group of friends and relatives of the
defendant also attended.
Atkins accepted the plea and set final sentenc
ing for 9 a.m. on Dec. 12. The judge said he
would hear testimony from witnesses for the
defense and prosecution before setting the sentence.
Radford was reportedly angry with his
estranged wife because she was seeking a divorce
and planned to take their 2-year-old son with her
to live in Florida. After shooting the women,
Radford fled with his son. City police stopped
him, and after about 15 minutes, he agreed to surrender to Police Chief Kenny Over.
Christian County Commonwealth's Attorney
Rick Boling said Radford faces a maximum sen-

DANNY VOWELL. Kentucky New Era/AP Photo

GUILTY PLEA ... Fredrick Radford, right, receives a hug from a supporter after pleading guilty to two counts of homicide Monday, Oct. 28, 2002, in Christian County
Circuit Court in Hopkinsville, Ky. Radford, 37. shed tears as he stood before Judge
John Atkins to enter his plea stemming from the May 18, 2001 slayings at the Greater
Oak Missionary Baptist Church in Hopkinsville, Ky.. in which two women were
gunned down during revival services.
tence of approximately 120 years. Because of a
recent court ruling on sentences in Kentucky,
Radford will probably be eligible to appear
before a parole board after serving 20 years in
prison. Boling said.

Radford pleaded guilty to two counts of murder and single counts of first-degree wanton
endangerment, possession of a handgun by a convicted felon and violating an emergency protective order.

Ministers post protest on headquarters door
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Five
Presbyterian
ministers
from
Pennsylvania and Illinois have
called on leaders of the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) to discipline gayfriendly churches. •
The ministers posted a declaration of protest Monday on the door
of the denomination's headquarters
in downtown Louisville, imitating
the dramatic act that launched the
Protestant Reformation in 1517.
The declaration wants the
denomination to discipline churches
that openly defy the church constitution, which bans the ordination of
noncelibate homosexuals and forbids same-sex marriages. (The
church permits same-sex unions
that don't resemble marriages.)
"The Presbyterian
Church
(USA)is decaying and dying in the

belly of the beast and is irretrieN
ably apostate under current management," the statement said.
By posting the statement on the
door, the ministers were imitating
religious reformer Martin Luther,
who nailed a protest statement on a
church door in Wittenberg,
Germany, on Oct. 31, 1517. That
action against the Roman Catholic
Church launched the Reformation
movement, which spawned the
Presbyterian and other Protestant
churches.
Despite the strident language,
the protesters met with denominational leaders Monday for "a great
time of prayer and worship together" at the chapel in the denominational headquarters, said the Rev.
James Yearsley of Pittsburgh, one
of the protesters.

He said the protest was in "the
spirit of grass-roots, truly concerned pastors who see how terribly
broken right now our denomination
is."
Clifton Kirkpatrick, who as stated clerk is the Presbyterians' top
officer for enforcing the constitution, said that he has made clear that
defiance of the church laws is
"inappropriate" but that enforcement of such laws should generally
be done at local or regional levels,
according to the Presbyterian News
Service.
The document was signed by
about 100 of the nation's 2.5 million Presbyterians. Larger conservative interest groups in the denomination have voiced similar frustration with churches that defy denominational rules on the homosexuali-

ty question.
A group of liberal, mainly northeastern Presbyterians pressed their
cause Sunday in Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.,
where they posted demands on a
church door calling on the denomination to ordain and marry homosexuals.

Kentucky churches urge peace instead of war
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
-A coalition of 11 denominations
of Kentucky churches is hoping
leaders in Washington start hearing
a message of peace.
The Kentucky' Council of
Churches,
which
includes
Catholics, Episcopalians, United
Methodists,
Presbyterians,
Lutherans and others, recently
passed a resolution urging "that all
avenues of reconciliation" be

explored before any war is waged
against Iraq.
It is part of a growing public sentiment for peace, according to
Nancy Jo Kemper, executive director of the Lexington-based council.
"I'm hearing from some of my
legislative friends that sentiment is
as many as 500-to-1 opposed to
war," Kemper said. That information hasn't come from Kentucky's
congressional delegation, whose

response to council resolutions has
either been slow or nonexistent, she
said.
Large peace rallies were staged
over the weekend in San Francisco
and Washington, D.C.
The rallies, letters and calls may
be having some impact. Kemper
said.

WE'VE KNOWN YOUR FAMILY FOR YEARS...
LET US MAKE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING HASSLE FREE.
we'll heip you find the perfect gift.
lust call ahead and we'll haPe it ready and waiting.
We know what you want...it's all here at Corn-Austin.

IF We're 'Moving
The ch/ropractk o//ice of

Teri rel. Prince, D.C.
is- moving to

"I see signs of the administration
waffling a bit with the U.N. resolution," she said. Such activism, tempered with prayer and thought, is
going to be needed to get the message across, said John Gramling of
Scottsville.
Gramling, a member of The
Presbyterian Church ire downtown

r

OceirAMin
!Joy%
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• fli,.It'Re

-
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Bowling Green. was a delegate at
the convention where the resolution
passed.
"We need to search out all possibilities, including diplomatic channels, before we resort to war," he
said. "We shouldn't do this alone
it's an international situation and we
should have that support."

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
(October, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Lite's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However. regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000o.Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad 599ANN006

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
*1141. $14.95
•On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street .• 753-5606

Please Votefor..

108 N. 7th St. • 759-4880

RITA HENLEY

OPENING
MONDAY,OCTOBER 28th

MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg...8375.04 + 7.00
42.60 0.48
Mr Products
65.43 - 1.99
Anthem
14.69 + 0.01
A01,Time Warner
13.35 - 0.10
41,T&T
26.92 + 0.13
Bell South
37.76 + 0.15
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 24.03 + 0.03
40.48 + 0.01
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 7I.23 - 2.35
35.41 - 0.78
Daimler Chrysler
16.68 + 0.08
Dean Foods
33.27 - 1.37
Exxon-Mobil
8.70 - 0.08
Ford Motor
26.09 0.16
General Electric
14.61 - 0.27
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR-38.77 + 0.27
15.57 + 0.12
Goodrich
9.26 + 0.01
Goody ear
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
Stock
inc price unchanged
Additional information Available
Upon Request

'Member of..

Prices as of 9 am.

HopFed Banc*
1BM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
JC Penney
Pepsico Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

• Murray City Council

12.01 B 12.27 A
75.75 - 0.81
18.85 - 0.36
16.85 + 0.04
15.60 + 0.29
18.65 + 0.07
18.44 + 0.12
54.76 + 0.53
52.33 + 0.38
19.58 + 0.11
43.64 + 0.53
41.26 - 0.30
21.60 + 0.47
26.43 + 0.78
28.74 - 0.04
21.18 - 0.07
30 40+ 0.25
56.41 + 0.34

• Economic Dev.
Committee of The
West KY Corporation
• YMCA Board
• Senior Citizens Board

# 1 4 LB'

on the Ballot • MSU Graduate

okite
H....WARD
LYUINO
SINCE 111S4

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. Hilliard, WA.. tIons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

• Big BrotherBig Sister Board

0( TORII 30

%KM CHI HOUSE

OCTOBER 31
8:00 - 1:00 PI
7:00 - 11:00 1"1
103 h 14111 S1REEI
11111MAI liF.ADSTART fi TOY'S FOR TOTS (HAIM
(NARITA

Honest • Experienced • Dedicated
Palo' For By Rita Henley
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Halloween
Blood Bash
Drive to be
Wednesday

Murray Lions Club

holding annual auction

Join the Vein Drain at MurrayCalloway County Hospital by participating in the Halloween Blood
Bash Drive on Wednesday. Oct. 30,
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The MCCH Blood Bank will
have the blood drive in the laboratory conference room of the hospital.
All community members and
hospital employees who participate
will be eligible for a Mattel Powel
Wheel to be given away that day.
Also, donors will receive good
tricks and treats including a special
Halloween edition blood bank
donor t-shirt. The blood bank staff
will be dressed in costume.
"We need all types of blood for
the upcoming holidays," said Beth
Wiggins, MCCH Blood Bank coordinator.
A blood donor must be at least
18 years of age (or 17 with parental
consent), be in good health and
weigh at least 110 pounds, and pass
the brief physical and health history
exams given prior to donation.
For more information on the
Halloween Blood Bash or to set up
an appointment, contact Wiggins at
762-1119.

Births
Brady Alan
Miller
Alan and Emily Miller of
Benton are the parents of a son,
Brady Alan Miller, born on
Tuesday, Aug. 13, 2002, at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
two ounces and measured 19 inches. They have one daughter,
Katelyn Grace Miller, 21 months.
Grandparents are Ken and
Lagina Miller of Farmington and
James and Joanne Mahan of Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Bill and
Sue Miller of Murray, Fern Darnell
of Farmington, James Euel and
Brenda Erwin of Hazel, and the late
J.R. and Dot Mahan of Murray.

A special event of Murray Lions Club started last
evening (Monday) over Radio Station WNBS 1340
A.M.
This is the annual radio auction conducted by
members of the club which will continue tonight
(Tuesday) and Wednesday from 6 to 9 p.m.
Special items of local businesses and individuals
will be auctioned off to the highest bidders. Persons
may listen to the bidding and call 753-2400 to give
their bid.
Funds derived from this fundraiser will be used
lo's
for special projects of the club including the Sight
Datebook program.
The Murray club has been one of the outstanding
By Jo Burkeen
Community
civic clubs of Murray for over 50 years.
Editor

Candidates' forum is tonight
Murray Woman's Club will host a "Meet the Candidates Night" at the
club house, 704 Vine St., Murray tonight, at 7 p.m. Candidates for the
offices of sheriff, Murray City council, circuit court clerk and district judge
will be present. The public is invited.
Photo provided

FARM VISIT...Students in the Busy Bee classroom from Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Child Care Center recently enjoyed a visit to the Stahler's Dairy Farm. Pictured are the teachers, Rhonda Dias and Carla Morehead, along with the Busy Bee students.

Dance company membership drive underway
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company is currently Atlanta composer, Johnnye Burnham.
conducting its annual membership drive for the 2002JPDC will premiere the performance of "The
2003 Season. JPDC is the only non-profit touring dance Universe; Part
at the Alabama State High School
company in the region that provides exciting perform- Theatre Conference as the opening production of the
ances and programs to our schools and communities.
conference.
JPDC programs extend beyond the state of Kentucky.
Public performances of "The Universe; Part 1" in this
JPDC recently completed an invited tour to New York area are scheduled for 7 p.m. on Friday, March 7, 2003,
City providing benefit performances at the Children's at the Market House Theatre in Paducah, and 1 p.m. on
Museum of Manhattan and the West Side YMCA. The Saturday. March 8, at the Wrather West Kentucky
purpose of this tour was to assist in raising funds for Museum Recital Hall at Murray State University.
inter-city children's arts programming.
Memberships to the Jackson Purchase Dance
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company 2002-2003 Company include admission to all performances and
season will begin with a regional school assembly and special listings in JPDC programs. JPDC depends on
two dessert cabarets with a production titled "Fall private and corporate funds to enable the company to
Dancefest."
offer its artistic services nation-wide. There are 20
The dessert cabarets are scheduled for 7 p.m. on dancers involved with the Jackson Purchase Dance
Friday, Nov. 8, at the First Presbyterian Church Company, ranging in age from 9-21.
Fellowship Hall in Paducah, and Saturday. Nov. 9, at 7
JPDC Artistic Director Karen Balzer states, "JPDC
p.m. at the Calloway County Day Treatment Facility strives to utilize the art form of dance to make a positive
Gymnasium on College Farm Road.
difference in the lives of those we reach. We view our
"Fall Dancefest" is a performance of contemporary performances as a gift from the young people of West
dance compositions.
Kentucky to our audience members".
An original contemporary ballet,"The Universe; Part
For information on the membership plans for the
I" is scheduled for February and March. This produc- Jackson Purchase Dance Company, contact Balzer at
tion will feature the original musical composition of (270) 767-0579.

Oliver selected
as student of
the month

Madison Delaney
Reeves
Bryan Reeves and Connie
Shelton are the parents of a daughter, Madison Delaney Reeves, born
on Thursday. Oct. 24, 2002, at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
one ounce and measured 18 inches.
Grandparents are Dan and Rita
Reeves and Kathy and Clemons
Welch, all of Murray, and Eddie
and Linda Shelton. Tennessee.

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button for more details!
/
(010
11—""\1
1
3_owered By

Photo provided

TOUCH UP ... Chariah Burks sits patiently as a volunteer
paints a halloween symbol on her cheek during Southwest
Elementary's Fall Festival. Face painting, hay rides, cake
walks, and various other games were all part of Southwest's
Fall Festival. The Festival raises money for the P.T.A.

f
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Rita's Neat Repeats
Consignment Clothes

NEW FALL OUT 20% OFF
Bargain Room Now SO% Off

Murray City Council
#8 on Ballot
--/ 7€411 -e4it"le 7a- 74e

Wedding, Formals, Rental & Sales
Men's & Women's Plus Sizes
Root Om 40 rocky forrosit For Teo Pirfiet

Angela
Oliver, a senior at Murray
High School,
was recently
selected as a
Rotary Club
Student of
the Month.
A
Murray High
School,
Oliver
Oliver has
been a member of the future
Business Leaders of America,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
National Honor Society and Quill
and Scroll. She currently serves as
Vice-President of Student Council,
Vice-President of Speech Team and
is4 Editor-in-Chief of the school
newspaper, The Black and Gold.
Oliver is a four-year member of
the Murray High School Choir,
French Club and Tennis Team.
Following her junior year of high
school she was selected to attend
the Kentucky Governor's Scholars
Program. During her senior year she
was voted "Most Likely to
Succeed" by members of the senior
class.
Oliver is the daughter of Fei and
Kenny Oliver. After graduation
from high school she plans to attend
college. majoring in mathematics.

605 S. )2th St.• Murray

(270)762-0207

Peoftie

Pa.d for by the CandodalP

M-S 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

SUBSCRIBE

Flu shots on Wednesday
Flu shots will be given Wednesday, Oct. 30, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, Olive and North 7th Streets, Murray.

Haunted House at Sigma Chi house
The second annual Haunted House to benefit local charities by Sigma
Chi fraternity and Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority will be Wednesday, Oct. 30,
from 8 p.m. to 1 p.m. and on Thursday, Oct. 31, from 7 to 11 p.m. at the
Sigma Chi house at 103 North 14th St., Murray. Advanced tickets at $3
each can be purchased by calling 753-9059. Tickets at the door will be $5
each.

MHS Council will meet
Murray High School Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet
Wednesday, Oct. 30, at 5 p.m. in the school library. Teresa Speed, principal,
invites all interested persons.

MMS Committee will meet
School Climate Committee of Murray Middle School Site-based
Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, Oct. 30, at 7:30 a.m. in the
school library.

Canasta class at senior center
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will offer a Canasta class at
12:30 .m. on Nov. 7, 14 and 21, at the center, located in thc Parish building
of St. Leo Catholic Church. The class is designed as a refresher course. For
more information or to sign up call 753-0929.

Bethel holding services
Bethel United Methodist Church, located on Bethel Road off Highway
94 East, is hold revival services at 7 p.m. through Wednesday, Oct. 30. The
Rev. Tim Palmer will speak tonight(Tuesday) and the Rev. Kendrick Lewis
on Wednesday. Other speakers have been the Rev. Jason Jones, Sunday, and
the Rev. Robert McKinney, Monday.

Spook Special at church
The "Spook Special" for children from toddlers to sixth grade will be
Wednesday, Oct. 30, from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Christian Life Center gym of
First United Methodist Church. Featured will be games, prizes, a costume
contest, refreshments and the giant Frogolene from Froggy radio station.
Admission will be $5 per child ($3 for each additional child in the same
family). Proceeds will benefit the youth's summer mission trip.

Prime Life trip scheduled
A meeting for all Prime Life members of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be Wednesday, Oct. 30, at 4 p.m. in the Center for Health &
Wellness classroom. This will be about the scheduled trip to England.
Scotland and Wales for March of 2003. For more information call Ethelyn
Loberger, director of Volunteer Services at the hospital, at 762-1276.

Items needed for fundraiser
The Student Ambassador Program will have a fund-raising yard sale on
Saturday, Nov. 2. Any one having any items to donate for the sale call
Camme Cain, 753-8743, or Suzzie Theike, 753-2070.

Lutheran bazaar on Saturday
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main Streets, Murray, will have its
Christmas Bazaar and Country Store on Saturday, Nov. 2, from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the church. Featured will be many handmade crafts, gift baskets,
baked goods and free coffee. Lunch of soup and sandwiches will be served.
For information call 753-6712.

4-H photography classes planned
4-H Photography classes will be held on Tuesdays, starting on Oct. 29
and Nov. 5, 12 and 19, from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Murray State University
Applied Science Building. To sign up call the County Extension Office at
753-1452. Limited spots are available.

Angels Shop lists opening days
Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628 Main St., Murray, has announced a
change in operating hours. During the winter months, the shop will be open
on Tuesdays from noon to 5 p.m. to receive donations; and the shop will be
open for sales on Thursdays from noon to 5 p.m. and on Saturdays from 9
a.m. to noon. All proceeds from sales benefit the Angels Community Clinic
at 1005 Poplar St., Murray. The shop was initiated by St. John's Episcopal
church as a community-wide out reach which involves volunteers from
many local churches. For information call 761-0111.

Band rebate is tonight
Rebate night for Calloway County Laker Band will be tonight. Oct. 29,
at Mr. Gatti's. When ordering, persons are asked to tell the cashier you are
there to support the band.

Congratulations
Earleene Woods
Two Million
Dollar
Producer
2002
From the management & staff of.

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main St.

753-1222

-ighe Essential- Day Spa
An AVEDA_ Concept Salon

EPIOUTon

7001 HWY. 68 PADUCAH KY 42003
270 898 7301 1.800-599.8739
We Set! the Best & Service the Rest

*Massage Therapy
*Body Wraps
*Aromatherapy
*Facials *Sugaring
*Manicures & Pedicures

1311 Johnson Blvd.

Murray

270-767-0760

Gift Certificates Available
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HonorRoll
Calloway County Middle School
has released the names of students
on the honor roll for the first nine
weeks of school as follows:
SIXTH GRADE

Naulty, Danielle N. Pritchett, Joshua Wicker and Ashley M Winkler.
G Reynolds,
All As and Bs
Joshua D. Stewart, Rachel K.
David L. Adams, Scott E. Adams,
Talent, Monica K. Thurmond, Emily B Anderson, Rebecca L.
Jessica N. Torsak, Brittany M. Tntes, Barrow, Eric M Berbench, Jacob
Jennifer N. Vincent and Kelsey N
Bryan, Nyle A. Buss, Chase T.
All As
Chadwick, Cory S. Clendenen,
Will J. Blackford, Carey R. Watson.
All As and Bs
Heather H. Collins, April D. Cooper,
Boggess, Casey S. Brockman,
Emily R Alton, Cynthia E. Adam C. Crawford,
Carrie A. Crouse, Kayla R.
Susan M. Darnall, Lindsay N.
Cunningham, Erica E. Greer, Kayla Barnett, Jacob M. Burks, Alizabeth
M. Holder, Cortland Kemp, Jordan A. L. Butler, Landon C. Cain, Dawn N. Dean, Katie Rose DeCilio, Jennifer
Carr, Keeley B. Conder-Chism, R. Driskill, Nicole L. Edwards,
Kim,
- Mason C. Manning, Jeremy S. Chelsey P. Conner, Christopher L. Whitley A. Edwards, Mallorie K.
Miller, Austin V. Morrison, Jacqlyn E. Conner, Chelsea A. Crass, Emily K. Esterlein, Keela N. Evans, Clint E.
Forth, Courtney J. Fuqua, Ginny A.
Murdock, Matthew N. Oliver, Kristen Crider,
Jacqueline R Dambra, Allie N. Furches,
P Rogers, Toree B. Rogers, Kelley
Dandeneau, Leeann Dillon, Tony M.
Megan A. Futrell, Megan E.
M. Stone and Amy E. Winkler.
Doughty, Teresa D. Duncan, Ryan A. Futrell, Julie K. Gingles, Amanda J.
All As and Bs
Clara I Ainscough, Amanda M. Ferguson, Ellie S. Fisher, Jerrica A. Govern, Aimee D. Graves, Amber F.
Bailey, Katie L. Bazzell, Lillian E. Fluty, Todd N. Gibbs, Robert J. Henson, Jerrod A. Henson, Mary
Ann Hiter, Amanda A. Holsapple,
Bourland, Shannon N. Bnnn, Ryan Guthrie, Lauren E. Harlan,
Audrey L. Harvey, Cassie E. Tyler A. Holzschuh, Karne P.
C. Cathey, Clay H. Choate, Hallie 0.
N. Jones, Hughes, Will T. Kemp,
Collins, Clay B. Cornelison, Molly N. Hendon, Whitney
Leanna S. Linn, Jordan A. Lowe,
Fender, Tiffani A Fike, Seth Mackensie R. Karraker, Blake A.
Lencki, Coby R. LyeII, Hannah R. Alan A. Manning, Zachary C. Martin,
Fortenbery,
John B. Garland, Amber M. McAllister, Brittany S. McClure, Amber M. McCallum, Alyssa J.
Morton, Alexandria A. McGinnis, Heather R. McKnight,
Gatewood, Kimberly N. Hagan, Mitch
Carmean L. Mercado, Zachary R.
Daniel J. Hopkins, Karra J. Jones, Norsworthy,
Devon R. Osbron, Keaton F. Miller, Christina M. Millizer,
Joseph S. Kelly, Joshua D. Lee,
Jaimie M. Murdock, Trent S.
Markie J. McClure, Karen K. Pierce, April N. Riley, Jordan S.
McKinney, Kyle A. Neukam, Roberts, Austin C. Rogers, Levi Murdock, Brady J. Orr, Jordan R.
Scarbrough, Klent R. Starks, Jacob Patterson, Brandon R. Phillips,
Brandon T. Orr, Justin C. Palmer,
Theodosia
M.
Roberts, K. Wade, Patricia S. White, Marisa Jonathan S. Ramirez-Higgins, Beth
Christopher L. Sabinske, Emily C. A. Whittenberg and Kaytlin M. A. Ross, Jennifer N. Rowe, Rachel
N. Rushing,
Scott, Kala D. Seavers, Darcie R. Young.
EIGHTH GRADE
Michelle L. Schroader, Kayla B
Smotherman, Travis K. Stom,
All As
Simmons, Katie G. Smith, Katlyn 0.
Megan C. Summers, Alayna C.
Fucker B. Adams, Wesley T. Smith, Colby W. Starks, Courtney A.
Thompson, Katie M. Walker,
Chelsey L. Weaver and Justin R. Adams, Bryce J. Babb, Whitney L. Swift, Travis B. Taylor, Jacqueline L.
Burkeen, Jennifer A. Cole, Kelsey L. Thomas, Timothy A. Tracy,
Wyatt.
Dublin, Crystal L. Eldridge, Laura M.
Adam
M. Trotter, Cassidy
SEVENTH GRADE
Glisson, Stephen L. Hill,
Underwood, Sarah L. Vaught,
All As
Nicole Hudson, Ashley M. Zachary R. White, Jordan B.
Rachel E. Adams, Whitney J.
Anderson, Brittany T. Bailey, Katie A. Jackson, Darren C. Jackson, Abby Williams, Alex Winiger, Ashley L.
Kelly, Kyle G. McAllister, Josh Miller, Wolfe, Zachary J. Wright and
Clark, Valerie T. Crowder, Tatum
Dale, Austin C. Dodd, Heather L. Cory A. Mullins, Connor E. Olsen, Madeline B. Wrye.
Dowdy, Courtney R. Elder, Holly E. Brennan L. Parker, Evan C. Pierce,
Zachary E. Rudolph, Madison D.
Emery,
Janene W. Johnston, Jeff W. Seistad, Alissa H. Thomason, Jake
Leister, Heather M. Lowe, Kaitlyn M. Tindell, Ashley D. Travis, Austin R.
McColl, Allyson J. Miller, Alicia J. Turner, Haley R. White, Whitney N.

Photo provided

WINNERS...Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Morris of Murray, second and third left, were
winners of the
freezer full of beef given away by Calloway County High School Touchdown
Club, as a
fundraiser for CCHS football team. Also pictured are Greg Ryan, left, Seth Barrow,
second
right, and Bobby Potts, right, members of the football team.

Christian music group to perform
MARION, Ky.
Fohs Hall Community Arts
Foundation will present "Synergy," a Christian alternative music group, on Saturday, Nov. 2, at 7 p.m. at the
Fobs Hall auditorium.
The members of the group include Kent Wilcox, lead
vocal, Brian Coleman, bass, John Wolf, drums, and
Cody Brandon, lead guitar.

"Stoic View," another band will open the evening's
entertainment.
Both bands will perform a mix of Christian and alternative music.
Admission will be $2 and concessions will be available. For information call Susan Alexander at 1-270965-5983.

SHOPPES OF MURRAY

0lid
OW0thareS

ONE GREAT DAY TO SAVE
UP tC.
JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo

NEED LINE...Nettie Bennett, left, and Jo Farley, right, members of Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
show some of the many items brought by members of the
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club for Need
Line. The goal of the Murray Woman's Club is for each
department member to bring at least two items for Need Line
to each meeting.

Lochte will appear
at Kentucky Book Fair
Dr. Bob Lochte of Murray will
sign autogiaphs for his book,
"Kentucky Farmer Invents Wireless
Telephone! But Was It Radio? Facts
and Folklore About Nathan
Stubblefield," at the 21st annual
Kentucky Book Fair on Saturday.
Nov. 2, in Frankfort.
In his book, Lochte tells the story
of the Murray native, Nathan B.
Stubblefield. Folklore claims that in
1902 this western Kentucky farmer
invented the radio.
The Journal of Radio Studies

said "This richly illustrated book is
a lively mixture of odd truths to help
both the curious reader and the competent historian."
Lochte is a journalism and mass
communications
professor
at
Murray .State University, For 12
years Lochte has studied Nathan
Stubblefield along with other wireless inventors of the late 19th century.
The Murray author will join over
140 other Kentucky authors for the
book fair in Frankfort on Saturday.

TOMORROW Go
MISSES

SALE $14.99
Yoga Wear

Pants & jackets. Reg. '34-'42

SALE $16.99
Peasant Tops

Onion skin & faux suede.
Reg.'40-'42

SALE $16.99
Classic Sweaters

Fainsle & jacquard styles.
Reg.'34

SALE $16.99
Lace-Up Sweaters

Solid style. Reg.'36

SALE $19.99
Novelty Cardigans

Beaded & embroidered styles

Reg.'40

YIiuii

IS

Rib Knit Tops

I will listen to the voice of the people.
Paid for by William Balky

SALE $12.99
Romantic Peasants

Solid & pattern styles
Reg.'34

SALE $24.99
Great styles!
Reg '38

MENS

SALE $16.99
Fashion Sportshirts
by Woods & Gray'
Reg '28

SALE $19.99
Classic Sweaters

SALE $14.99

by Woods & Gray'
Reg '42

Lots of great colors!

SALE $49.99

Reg.'38

Designer Sweaters

SALE 149
Lambskin Leather

Your favorite designers'
Reg. to '59

Retro Style Jackets

Jackets

In Suede & Shearling with faux
fur trim. Reg.'180

Reg '350

SALE 40°'° OFF

SALE $99

SALE 50%0FF

by Colebrook'. Zip, button
& belted styles. Reg.'295

by Naturalife' Reg '36

Leather Jackets

Reg. to '56

ACCESSORIES

SALE 60°"° OFF
Turquoise & Sterling
Lots to choose from!

Reg. to '120

SALE 50°'OFF
Fashion Jewelry

Bracelets, earrings & necklaces.
Reg. to 544

SALE 50°'OFF
Cold Weather
Accessories

Gloves, hats & scarves
Reg. to '48

SALE 149
Lambskin

Leathers

by Ninewest'
Reg. '350

GIRLS

Knit Sportshirts

SALE 50% OFF
UK Embroidered
Sweatshirts
Reg '45

YOUNG MENS

SALE 50'OFF

Several bright colors'
Reg. to '22

Lots of great styles!
Reg '28

SALE $12.99
Printed Peasant Tops

Onion skin & faux suede
Reg. '18-'28

SALE $14.99
Fashion Sweaters

Dusters, hoodies & crocnel
styles. Reg. '36

ONE DAY OF
FANTASTIC
SAVINGS!

by Colebrook'

SALE $6.99
Knit Tee Shirts

JUST IN
TIME FOR
HALLOWEEN

Reg '69.50

SALE $79

Great new fall styles!
Reg to '68

For a
phone quote

Fashion Sweaters

Several styles to choose from!
Reg. '38

SALE p29.99

s

Tim Thurmond

SALE $9.99

LADIES OUTERWEAR

0/0 OFF
SALE
50
Designer Handbag
Call Tim, He Can Help!

Long sleeve style.
Reg.'28

By Rafaelle Reg. to '34

Entire Stock of
Emma James'

COUNCILMAN
#17 on Ballot

Solid Crew Tees

Cable Hoodie Sweater

SALE $19.99

DON'T
MISS
OUR

SALE $9.99

Fashion Jeans

Designer Denim

ELECT

JUNIORS

Knit & Woven Sportshirts

SALE 14.99
Fleece 1/4 Zip Mock .

Great colors for tall!
Reg. to '35

SALE $14.99
Fashion Sweaters
Unbelievable Savings!
Reg. to '35

MENS SUITS

SALE $199
Designer Suits

Your favorite famous
makers! Val '495

SALE $149
Gabardine Suits

Super 100's
Val. '350

SALE $88
Nautice
Trenchcoats
Fabulous savings'
Orig. '295

SALE f48
Corduroy

portcoats

Solid & pattern styles.

Orig.'120
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Racers survive SEMO siege

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

CLOSE CALL ... Murray State strong safety Demetrick westbrook (6) and cornerback Mandrell McGregory (5) share a
sigh of relief during the Racers' frantic 38-31 Ohio Valley
Conference victory over Southeast Missouri Saturday at
Stewart Stadium.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Murray State football's "Six Sensational Saturdays" campaign lived up to its billing as
the Racers defeated Ohio Valley Conference
rival Southeast Missouri in a 38-31 thriller
last weekend at Stewart Stadium.
For MSU head coach Joe Pannunzio, though,
the Racers' third home game was about as charming as a basket full of angry king cobras.
However, despite allowing the Indians (54, 2-2 OVC) to gain 424 yards of total offense
behind a pair of 100-yard rushers and surrendering leads of 14-0 and 31-24, Murray
(3-4, 2-1) had enough antivenin to maintain a
spotless home record and stay the hunt for an
OVC co-championship.
"On the sidelines, I got the feeling that the
kids weren't going to let us lose, but it was
just one of those days where we had to fight
and scratch for everything," said Pannunzio,
whose team needed three Billy Blanchard
touchdown runs in the fourth quarter and an
interception by defensive end Jason Myers in
the final minute to stave off SEMO.
"We need to play better on defense, but
our crowd got into the game in the fourth
quarter and that helped. We were killing ourselves, but I had a feeling that we were going
to win no matter what happened."
Having suffered consecutive last-minute
heart-wrenching road losses to Illinois State
— ranked 25th in this week's Division I-AA
poll — and Indiana State back in September,
the Racers almost watched their conference
title hopes slip away Saturday.
After recovering a fumble by SEMO quarterback Jack Tomco at the 50-yard line, MSU
went ahead 31-24 on the next play as Blanchard found the end zone for the second time
in the final period.

and-1 at the SEMO 33, Bridges redeemed
himself with a key block in the secondary
that freed Blanchard for the winning score.
Still, SEMO had one last shot as Jamel
Oliver's 34-yard kickoff return and a facemask penalty put the visitors on the Racer 44
with 34 seconds remaining. But Myers snatched
Staff Report
next throw to preserve the nail-bitTomco's
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in Murray's favor.
conclusion
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"We're starting to get a reputation where
five games of the 2002 season will be telbad things will happen to teams when they
evised on a tape-delay basis beginning today
here," Pannunzio said. "We're playing
come
38-31
Saturday
home win
with the Racers'
home, and good things are starting to
at
well
against Southeast Missouri.
us."
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happen
Each game's telecast will be shown on
ahead on a collision course with
Forging
will
and
p.m.
7
at
Tuesday
the following
season finale at home versus the
23
Nov.
the
be preceded at 6:30 p.m. by "Murray State
leader,
OVC
No. 7 Eastern Illinois (5-2, 3-0),
Football With Joe Pannunzio."
the Racers will leave league play this week
The MSU-SEMO game will be a rebroadto host Samford — which will join the concast of the Fox Sports Net South telecast,
next year — Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
ference
while the other four games will use audio
The Bulldogs (4-3), known for their dauntfrom the Racer Radio Network.
ing option attack in two previous meeting with
On the following possession. Tomco's incom- MSU, have turned to a more balanced attack
plete pass to Willie Ponder on third-and-12 under head coach Bill Gray.
With All-American candidate Aryvia Holmes
from the Indian 43 was wiped away by a
roughing-the-passer penalty against defensive having grabbed 47 passes for 691 yards, five
TDs and an average of 115.2 yards per game,
tackle James Bridges.
On the next snap, Tomco connected with Samford has gained 1,149 yards rushing and
his favorite receiver for a 42-yard TD pass. 1,334 yards passing on the year.
Gray uses a two-quarterback system with
The play was only the third catch of the afternoon for Ponder, who came in averaging almost senior Josh Kellett (797 yards passing) and
sophomore Ramon Nelson (554).
eight receptions for 117.9 yards per outing.
"Their offense is different, but they're very
"We did a good job of covering Ponder,
even on the touchdown pass," Pannunzio said. efficient offensively," Pannunzio said of the
With the score tied at 31, SEMO was back Bulldogs attack. "They don't run the option
in business at the Racers' 24-yard line when anymore, but one of our coaches thinks their
Marcus Christon fumbled the ensuing kickoff. offense is better than SEMO's.
"Samford is a very good academic school,
However, the Indians managed to lose 6
yards on four plays in slipping out of field- and teams like that don't make mistakes. They
goal range and turned the ball over on downs. play hard all the time, while we're a very
With 47 seconds left and MSU facing fourth- emotional team."

MSU football to
be rebroadcast

Speaker
inspires
Cardinals

Laker basketball
listed second in
regional preview
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County's boys' basketball team is being pegged as
a contender for the First Region
championship, according to preseason information in the 200203 Cat's Pause Basketball Yearbook.
The Cats' Pause is an athletics newspaper that mainly covers the University of Kentucky;
however, it covers the state universities such as Murray State
as well as high schools in its
annual basketball publication.
The Lakers, which finished last
season 21-8 and reached the semifinals of the regional tournament
before falling to eventual state
runner-up, Paducah Tilghman. are
listed second in the region behind
Mayfield.
The yearbook also notes that
Calloway boasts two top area
players in Mitchell McClure and

Jimmy Bynum.
Other boys' teams listed in
the region's top 10 are Marshall
County, Graves County, Tilghman. Carlisle County, Lone Oak,
Heath, Hickman County and Ballard Memorial.
On the girls' side of the First
Region coin. Murray High and
Calloway County are listed fourth
and fifth, respectively, among the
top 10 teams. Lady Tiger Sherrie Sexton and Lady Laker Shameka Dial are also ranked among
the area's top girls' players.
Defending regional champion
Graves County and long-time
region title holder Marshall County lead the region's list of top
teams, followed by Mayfield,
which lost to Murray in the All
A Classic regional final last season.
After Murray and Calloway
are Lone Oak, Heath, Fulton City,
Carlisle County and St. Mary.

World Series draws
record-low ratings
By The Associated Press
The highest-scoring World Series ever turned out to be the lowest-rated, too.
Despite a seven-game Series won by the Anaheim Angels against
the San Francisco Giants, Fox got an 11.9 rating and 20 share for
the all-California matchup, Nielsen Media Research said Monday.
That rating is 24 percent below Arizona's seven-game .victory
over the New York Yankees last year, which got a 15.7/25, and is
4 percent below the previous record, the Yankees' five-game win
over the Mets in the 2000 Subway Series (12.4/21).
In the past 11 years, the rating for the Series has gone down
by 50 percent. Minnesota's seven-game victory over Atlanta in 1991
got a 24.0 rating and 39 share. The top Series rating was a 32.8/56
for Philadelphia's six-game victory over Kansas City in 1980.
"While the viewership was not as high as we had hoped, the
fact is that Fox won six of the seven nights World Series games
were played. won the week in households and adults 18-49, and
will finish ahead of our business forecast," Fox Sports president Ed
Goren said in a statement.

MHS to honor Hina
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The N1urray High School 1.(),,i
hall team will honor former head
coach John Hina by naming the
Tiger fieldhouse after him in conjunction with Friday's home gam'
versus Lone Oak.
Prior to the Tigers' 7:30 p.ni
regular-season finale at Ty Holland Field. Hina will he honored
with a reception beginning at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Middle School.

The dedicalion ceremony
ill be held at
taltti me.
Hina,
an
assistant coach
from 1963-72 at
MHS, was the
team's
head
coach
from
1973-82 and led
Hina
the Tigers to the
1974 state championship.

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times Photo

RUNNING FOR A CAUSE ... Paducah's Barry Knight took first place in Saturday's United Way Fall 5K Run, held at Murray-Calloway County Park. Knight completed the course
in a time of 17 minutes, 16 seconds. Murray's Amy Travis was first on the ladies' side
with a time of 22:06. The race, held for its first year, attracted 29 athletes from around
the area. The Pella Corporation and United Way, along with Boone Laundry & Cleaners, were sponsors of the event. Proceeds from the event went to the United Way.

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Following the Cardinals' listless 4531 loss to TCU, Louisville coach
John L. Smith tapped the program's past for an inspirational
speaker, inviting former cornerback Frank Minnifield to address
the team.
Minnifield played for Louisville
from 1979-82 and went on to star
for the NFL's Cleveland Browns.
He made four Pro Bowls while
the franchise was enjoying its most
successful run since the 1960s.
"Frank talked about the days
when they were hungry in Cleveland, getting to the top and how
a lot of them got accolades and
then, all of a sudden, the hunger
wasn't there. That really hit the
nail on the head," Smith said
Monday.
Minnifield's words worked wonders on Saturday.
The Cardinals (4-3, 3-1 Conference USA)rebounded from their
worst home loss since 1999 with
their biggest home win of the season, a 44-20 rout of East Carolina.

McNabb, Eagles pound Giants
PHILADELPHIA(AP)— Donovan McNabb and the Philadelphia
Eagles ran to daylight against the
New York Giants — on the ground
and in the NFC East standings.
McNabb scored on a 40-yard
scramble and the Eagles shredded
New York's defense for 299 yards
rushing Monday night in posting
a 17-3 victory and taking a twogame lead over the Giants and
Washington in the NFC East.
With nine games left in the
season, the Eagles (5-2) are seemingly well on their way to a second straight division title and the
Giants(3-4)seem as if they're headed for another season that won't
include a playoff appearance.
"Whatever it takes," McNabb
said after gaining 1 1 1 yards on
seven carries. "That's always been
my attitude. You don't have to go
out and pass for 300 or 400 yards
every game. If it's me rushing for
whatever so we can get that big
win, I think that's the most important thing."
While McNabb stole the show,
he had plenty of help from his
supporting cast.
Duce Staley also gained 126
yards on 24 carries. The Eagles'
offensive line helped the backs average 7.7 yards per attempt, and
Philadelphia's defense limited the

Giants to a field goal and forced
a crucial third-quarter fumble by
rookie fullback Charles Stackhouse
at the 1 -yard line when New York
appeared on the verge of a goahead score.
"We have to do something,"
Giants safety Shaun Williams said.
"This isn't good. We have to get
ourselves together or this is going
to turn into a long season."
Even with all the mistakes, the
Giants still had a chance to spoil
the final Monday night game at
Veterans Stadium.
Down by six early in the fourth
quarter, Matt Allen had a punt roll
dead at the Eagles I.
All the Giants needed from their
defense — which was playing
without injured defensive tackle
Keith Hamilton — was one stand.
One stand and they would get the
ball in great position.
It never happened.
McNabb, who was 14-of-30 for
137 yards, completed a 5-yard thirddown pass to Antonio Freeman for
a first down and the Eagles were
off and flying.
Staley ran for 17 yards on the
next play. and McNabb hit James
Thrash for 32 yards two plays
later to get the hall to the New
York 39.
Faced with a third-and-11. McN-

RUSTY KENNEDY/AP Photo

GET OFF ME ... Philadelphia Eagles quarterback Donovan
McNabb (5) repels New York Giants linebacker Mike Barrow
during the third quarter of the Eagles' 17-3 win Monday in
Philadelphia.
abb let his feet ice the game. He
went back to pass, broke tackle
attempts by Kenny Holmes and Cornelius Griffin, faked a little dumpoff
to one of his backs and then took
off down the left side and scored

almost untouched the rest of the
way.
"We had a spy on him and he
went for the fake," Giants coach
Jim Fassel said of the mistake by
middle linebacker Mike Barrow.
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Fox to miss 6
games for fight

LUCKY SEVEN
Don E. Jones of Murray, center, scored
a hole-in-one Oct. 24 on the seventh hole at Murray
Country Club. Jones is pictured with playing partners
and witnesses Roger Ray and Dave Streeter, both of
Michigan.

UK struggling with
second-half shutdowns
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky coach Guy Morriss can't
pinpoint why his team can't sustain its fast starts.
The Wildcats (5-3, 1-3 Southeastern Conference) have scored
first in seven of eight games and
outscored opponents 75-30 in first
quarters this season.
They led fifth-ranked Georgia
24121 at halftime Saturday — their
sixth halftime lead in eight games.
But for the second time in three
weeks, the offense short-circuited
in the second half, failing to produce a point.
The Bulldogs ran off 31 unanswered points and marched to a
52-24 victory. Three weeks earlier, Kentucky led South Carolina
10-0 at halftime, but lost 16-12.
Kentucky also failed to score a
touchdown in the second half of
its 22-17 win over Louisville in

the season opener.
Morriss and his coaches haven't
determined the cause of the trend.
"Maybe it could be a little bit
of depth problem. We may be getting 'out-athleted' a little bit,"
Morriss said Monday at his weekly news conference. "Other than
that, up one side and down the
other, you can't find anything.
"We're obviously not making
some plays when we need to make
them."
Morriss said quarterback Jared
Lorenzen isn't the one to blame.
Lorenzen completed six of his
first seven passes _against Georgia, but went 7-of-20 the rest of
the way. Sophomore back-up Shane
Boyd relieved Lorenzen late in
the fourth quarter, with the game's
outcome decided.
Lorenzen still leads the SEC
in pass efficiency and Morriss said
he hasn't lost confidence in his
starter.

SportsBriefs
• Tickets for the Calloway County High School soccer banquet, scheduled
for Nov. 10 from 1-4 p.m. in the Gums Center at Murray State University, are
on sale for $12. The meal is free for Laker and Lady Laker soccer players.
Tickets may be purchased in the CCHS office or Saturday from 11 a.m. to
noon at the CCHS soccer locker room, or by calling Kathy Wilson at 753-6042
or Jackie Kennedy at 753-8562 The deadline to purchase tickets is Nov. 7.

NEW YORK (AP) — In a
ing-the-bench rule several years
prising ruling, the NBA decided ago when fights broke out during
not to suspend any of the play- playoff games between the Miami
ers who left the bench during last Heat and New York Knicks. In
week's Kings-Lakers fight.
1998, Chris Mills of the Knicks
"In the end we felt this case was suspended for a playoff game
was very unusual, a special case," after walking just a few steps onto
league vice president Stu Jackson the court during a fight between
said Monday in announcing that Alonzo Mourning and Larry JohnRick Fox of the Lakers was being son.
suspended for six games and Doug
In 1997, Johnson, Patrick Ewing,
Christie of Sacramento for two.
Allan Houston and John Starks were
Jackson ruled that because the suspended one game apiece for
players left the bench to join a leaving the bench during a fight
fracas in a hallway underneath the between P.J. Brown and Charlie
stands, rather than on the court, Ward. The four suspended Knicks
they would not receive the cus- filed suit in federal court to have
tomary one-game suspension for their suspensions overturned, arguthat offense.
ing that they were acting as peaceThe suspensions will take effect makers, but a judge dismissed their
tonight when both teams play their claim.
season-openers — the Lakers facPrevious suspensions for leaving San Antonio and the Kings play- ing the bench were made in accoring Cleveland. In the only other dance with an NBA rule that states:
game of the night. Philadelphia "During an altercation, all players
plays at Orlando.
not taking part in the game must
"This is not a new precedent remain in the immediate vicinity
at all," Jackson said "Going for- of the bench. Violators will be
ward, players stepping onto the suspended without pay for a mincourt will be met with same (penal- imum of one game and fined up
ty) as in prior years."
to $20,000."
The NBA enforced a much
Fox and Christie will miss their
tighter interpretation of the leav- season openers today.
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By The Associated Press
In the latest round of managerial shuffling,
four teams settled on new skippers Monday.
Lou Piniella was introduced as the Tampa
Bay Devil Rays' manager and the New York
Mets finally announced the hiring of Art Howe
away from Oakland. The Athletics will promote bench coach Ken Macha in his place,
his agent said, and a Cleveland Indians team
source told The Associated Press that Eric
Wedge will be their next manager.
Piniella agreed to become the Devil Rays'
manager after asking his former team, the
Seattle Mariners, to release him from the last
year of his contract.
Piniella wanted to negotiate with the Mets,
too, but the Mariners sought an agreement on
compensation before allowing Piniella to talk
with other teams.
The Mets and Mariners never settled on
compensation, but the Devil Rays did — AllStar outfielder Randy Winn became a Mariner
on Monday.
Piniella will become the majors' secondhighest paid manager after signing a $13 million, four-year contract.
Howe's introduction Monday was also a
formality — word that the Mets would hire
him leaked last Wednesday night, although the
Mets refused any confirmation or announce-
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5
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3
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6
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7
8 Dixie Heights
7-2
36
9
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28
8
10 Madison Central
8-1
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OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES Louisville
Ballard 17. Meade County 7, Christian County 5. North Hardin 5. Pulaski Southwestern
3. Lexington Paul Dunbar 2. Boone Count), 1 .
Class 3A
1. Lex. Catholic (9)
8-1
126
1
2 Rockcastle Co. (2) 8-1
95
2
3 Warren Central (2) 8-1
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3
4 Boyle County
7-2
79
4
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9-0
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5
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7-2
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6
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7-2
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7
8. Bell County
8-1
42
8
9 Highlands
6-3
35
9
10. Ashland Blazer
7-2
27
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES: Louisville
Fairdale 19, Lawrence County 12, Allen Coun-

ment until the World Series was over.
Howe agreed to a four-year contract worth
$9.4 million after being released from the last
year of his deal with the Athletics.
Howe managed the A's to 383 victories the
last four seasons, matching Joe Torre's total
with the New York Yankees. There were AL
West division titles in 2000 and 2002 and a
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3
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9
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6
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7
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County 9. Madison Southern 8. Bardstown
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Class A
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1
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7-2
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2
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record 20-game winning streak this season.
part of a second straight 100-win year for the
Athletics.
The A's were eliminated from the playoffs
in the first round for the third straight year.
A top candidate for several managerial
vacancies this fall. Macha spent four years as
a manager in the Boston Red Sox organization before joining the A's as a bench coach
before the 1999 season. He was the Eastern
League manager of the year in 1996 with
Double-A Trenton, and he led Triple-A Pawtucket to two winning seasons.
At 34 years old, Wedge will become the
youngest manager in the majors.
Wedge will be younger than two of his
players: Ellis Burks (38) and Omar Vizquel
(35). Pittsburgh's Lloyd McClendon, who is
43, had been the youngest manager in the big
leagues.
According to the Elias Sports Bureau. Wedge.
who will turn 35 on Jan. 27. will be the
youngest manager to make his major league
debut since Bobby Valentine in 1985.
Valentine was fired by the Mets after a
last-place finish this season, creating the opening for Howe.
Before the World Series began, Texas hired
Buck Showalter and Detroit hired Alan Trammell.

Mon.-Sat. 10:30 till Midnight
---- Wednesday is College Day - Pitchers $2.50
Sunday 1 - ? Nascar & Football
Shuffle Board Tourneys Saturday at 1:00
ihmaion_
Pool Tourneys Sundays at 1:00
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KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL POLL
LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) — The top teams
in the Kentucky Associated Press high
school football polls, with first-place votes,
records, total points and previous rankings:
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Piniella, Howe start new jobs

• The Calloway County High School Little Dribblers will continue to hold
signups for all boys and girls in grades K-2 in both the Calloway County and
Murray school districts Saturday from 9-11 a.m. at CCHS' Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The entry fee is $40 per participant or $75 for siblings.
Additional signups are scheduled for Nov. 9 from noon to 1 p.m., with the
first practice set for Nov. 9 at 1 p.m.
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An 'eye-opening' experience
MHS students
get unique
perspective
on chinking
dangers
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter
Murray High School's stuaciit
body got a humorous, yet all-too
serious example of the dangers
faced when one tries to drive drunk
during an assembly last week at
Tiger Gym.
The scenario consisted of selected students wearing a pair of goggles that produce similar effects to
one registering between .07 and 1.0
in a breathalizer test.
"Over fall break, I got to use
these glasses and Fm somebody
who, from how I was taught growing up, had never used alcohol or
anything like that," MHS Principal
Teresa Speed said. "I put those
things on and it was just terrible, so
I knew this would get the point
across to these kids."
It did not take long for the goggles — appropriately named "Fatal
Vision" — to make an impact.
Two students were asked to a
rather simple task... ride a bicycle
through a weaving obstacle course,
consisting of normal road cones.
They both succeeded their respective first times — without the goggles.
Then, Sgt. Melodie Cunningham
of the Murray Police Department
had them wear the impairing eyewear and the "fun" began.
Both had major difficulty staying
in control, completing the course in
around twice the amount of time it
took to negotiate the same course
sans the glasses.
From there, various othet forms
of rather routine activity were
demonstrated, including shooting
free throws or simply playing catch
with a basketball. For Murray Lady
Tiger basketball player Ashley
Patterson, the experience was striking.
Usually, the senior converts nearly 70 percent of her charity tosses
during the season. Thursday, she
went 0-for-5, missing the target by a
large margin. So, did she think the
program worked.
"What, showing how I'd play
basketball if I were drunk? I'd say it
did. I don't like this at all," said
Patterson. Murray's starting point
guard. "I didn't think it was so bad,
though. until I tried walking after
taking them off. I had somebody
helping me, but I think what
would've made it better is if they'd
given us a chance to walk around
without any assistance."
Sophomore Seth DameII, though,
would probably object to that idea.
He was given the task of trying to
follow one of the black stripes.
essentially a straight line, while
walking in the same heel-to-toe
motion as somebody being given a
field sobriety test. Even with assistance, he became quite wobbly at
times.
"That stuff was crazy! You just
look at (the line) and, all of a sudden, your eyes are going all cock-

Photo provided

STUDENTS OF THE MONTH ... Sixth grade Students of the
Month for September at Calloway County Middle School
are Mason Manning, Paige Rogers, Jacqlyn Murdock, and
Will Blackford. These students were chosen because they
are hardworking, courteous, cooperative to peers and
teachers, and a positive role model in the classroom.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

HORSE-1NG AROUND ... Murray State's athletics mascot Dunker
meets and greets with students at Murray Elementary School,
following MES' Red Ribbon Week program that included several MSU athletes and coaches Friday morning. Red Ribbon Week
was observed by both the Murray and Calloway County schools
systems in an attempt to create awareness on the dangers of
drugs and other hazards.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photos

IMPAIRED VISION ... Murray High School student Brandon Wells, top photo, requires the help of
principal Teresa Speed and teacher Brenda Volp as he encounters difficulty with trying to operate a bicycle while wearing the Fatal Vision goggles that are designed to create a feeling of drunkeness during a program at Tiger Gym Thursday. Teacher Patty Patterson, bottom photo at left,
grabs the shirt of sophomore Nicole Green in order to prevent a fall as Green lunges to retrieve
a basketball while wearing the Fatal Vision goggles.
eyed. I mean, that stuff was hard to
do," he said.
Feeling helpless, though, was
exactly what Sgt. Cunningham
wanted to see displayed by the students, many of whom she handled as
students in the MPD DARE program a few years ago.
"I really do hope it has impressed

them," she said, adding that
Thursday's exhibition produced the
first chance for the goggles to be
used in this fashion. "We got them
six months ago, and I've used them
in other programs (not one as large
as Thursday). Something I've been
pleased about, though. is I've had
many people come up to me before,

saying. 'No, I'm not going there.
This is enough.' That's what you
hope for.
"We've got to get the point
across. A lot of kids who have died
from drunk driving accidents said.
'It won't happen to me...I'm special.'
Well, it can happen to you."

Last Chance Sale!
Allfall merchandise including jar candles 1

1/2 Price

Photo provided

SHARP DRESSED FOLKS ... North faculty and staff support Red
Ribbon Week by wearing their favorite team jersey on "Team up
Against Drugs" day. Pictured from left to right are Johnny
Wilson, Suzi Lawrence, Troy Webb. Front row are Eva Darnell
and Denise Steele.
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Sale Ends Thursday, Oct. 31

WERE MAVA/C ROOM FOP CIIR/STMan

Call

For Your
Appointment.
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RED BARN
GPROIN SHOPPI
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Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5

759-2500

4 Minutes Front
Murray on 94 VV.
•

435-4770

Eyecare Specialties
iu all your
308 S. 12th

F. I

all Dr. ke ,in Al. Adam,

St.• Murray, KY
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Classifieds
a

Murray Ledger & ri

ADJUSTMENTS

010

kale Hawn Act Notice

AU real estate adieniied herein is subject to the Federal Fair
Advertisers are requested to chediSt. test
insertion of then ads for any error Murray
Ledger & Times *0 be responstbie for only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be report
ed immediately so corrections can be made

AD DEADLINES
Monday

Fn. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.

Wednesday

Mon. 5 p.m.
Thursday..............-.......Wed. 11 a.m.

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday
Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Neese% Act. which makes a illegal to advertise any preference
Of 161CONInalion based on rase ,olor religion sen
handicap.(Mika) =los of riattonal origin of intention to make
any such preferences, limitations or discnmination
Suite laws forbid dignbon in the sale rental or adscnising ot
real emote based of factors in addition i those protested l,nder led
eral law
We will not know Ines avseptJA” ads raising tot real estate utusn
is in violation of the la. All persons ate hereby intornied that all
dwellings adseniscd are dvailable 1,n an equal
opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Atiscnising
requirements. contact SAA Counsel Ilene P Milam
17031648-1000

40.4.
C••••0••••••,••

020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
*
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV s
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
570 Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Pertud
1,2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
LINE AlIPS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
Stlia extra for Shopper Mon. Claawfieds go into Shopping Linde, WO extra for bind has ads.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
050

060
Help Wanted

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

CHILDREN'S
DIRECTOR

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

020
010

010
Legal
Notice

Notice
Legal
Notice

MURRAY INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL DISTRICT
TAX RATES LEVIED
For the School Year 2002-2003
On October 3, 2002, the Kentucky Board of
Education approved the following tax rates
for the Murray Independent School District:
Real Estate
Tangible Personal Property
Motor Vehicles

37.0
37.7
54.4

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2002-1291

, An ordinance amending ordinance number
2002-1277, an ordinance which adopted the
2002-2003 City of Murray, Kentucky, annual
budget by restating certain revenues and
expenditures for the City of Murray
Operations Budget to comply with requests
made by Kentucky Division of Solid Waste
Adopted October 24, 2002.
s/s Freed Curd
Freed Curd, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah'Duncan, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

LOCAL NOTICE

On October 8, 2002, an application was filed
with Federal Communications Commission in
Washington, D.C. to transfer control of
WRUS, Inc. from William K. McGinnis to the
Kerby E. Confer Grantor Retained Annuity
Trust and the Donald J. Alt Grantor Retained
Annuity Trust. Following consummation, the
officers, directors and more than 10% shareholders of WRUS, Inc. will be: Donald J. Alt.
Kerby E. Confer, William K. McGinnish and
the Kerby E. Confer Grantor Retained
Annuity Trust and the Donald J. Alt Grantor
Retained Annuity Trust. WRUS, Inc. is the
license of WBGN(AM)operating on 1340 kHz
and WBVR(FM) operating at 96.7 MHz both
in Bowling Green, Kentucky; WUHU(FM)
operating at 107.1 MHz in Smiths Grove,
Kentucky; WRKY(AM) operating at 1130
kHz; WNBS(AM)operating at 1340 kHz; and
WFGE(FM)operating at 103.7 all in Murray.
Kentucky; Radio Station WDXR(AM) operating at 1450 kHz in Paducah, Kentucky.
WYKL(FM) operating at 102.1 MHz in
Clinton, Kentucky; and WLIE(FM) operating
at 94.3 MHz in Golconda, Illinois. A copy of
the application, amendments and related
material are on file for public inspection daily
at 1500 Diuguid Drive, Murray, Kentucky.
020

020
Notice

Notice

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray,Kentucky
(270)753-1737
ngaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY

CABLE TV Collectors &
Manager needed for
Murray, Mayfield, Benton
& Paris. Top dollar pay
Call Tim (731) 879-0011.
Interviews held Monday
afternoon in Murray.

COMPUTER Programmer,
Part-time, Write DB Code.
Assist hardware. Call
Steve Passmore 5198563
EMT/FR or above with
open availability required,
PT/FT 270-395-3102 or
877-909-2558
ESSENTIAL Day Spa is
Hunters Paradise Wildlife
now hiring for the position
Refuge. 300 Acres, groups
of Office Manger. Send
welcome 270-489-2116 If
Resumes to: 1311 Johnno answer leave message
son Blvd Murray, KY or
SANDRA D's Diner
Call 767-0760
753-Food
FULL time carpenter viantGet your Gift Certificates
ed. Min. experience 10
Now.
year. Must be proficient in
•Baked Potatoes available
all phases of carpentry,
for lunch.
Salary negotiable base on
•Spaghetti is back on
experiences.
Excellent
Wednesdays.
benefits. Send resume to:
*Pint size mom made
P.O. Box 328 Murray, Ky.
House & Ranch Dressor apply in person kt 1302
ings, now available to take
N. 12th St Murray Ky.
home.
NEED OTR driver w/ at
(While Supplies Last.)
least 2 years exp. No accidents. Home weekends +
NEW NOW
some week days. Call
AVAILABLE
270-767-0191

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Individual major
medical use any
doctor or hospital
affordable rate.
Policy good up to
3 years.

Boyer Insurance
Call 888-755-5634
STERLING Silver
Jewelry
Cherry's Jewelry.
Great Selection.
Great Prices.
Open Wed-Sat.
11:00-600
in Mayfield, KY.
(270) 247-1997

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Financial

Thinking of
buying a house,
mobile home, car
or you just want
to consolidate
your bills.
At ROSSTINE
FINANCIAL,
the sky is the
limit. We can get
you approved for
one of our great
loan programs
today.
Mortgages,
Personal Small
Business Loans

150

Lost and Found

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

OWNER OPERATORS
& FLEET OWNERS
* 2500 to 3000
Miles Per Week
* Competitive Pay
* No Touch Freight
Family Owned
Business

Call 1-888-367-9870
PART-TIME office help for
local church. Computer
and people skills required.
Please send resume and
references to PO Box
1040-B, Murray, Ky. 42071

PICK
THE
BEST
Better People,
Better Opportunities.
Papa John's delivers the
perfect pizza and the
perfect opportunity for
dynamic individuals. We
are the fastest growing
pizza
company
in
America and currently
seek the following fulltime individuals:
SHIFT LEADER
LATE NIGHT
fN STORE PERSONAL
(35 Per Week M-F)
Our employees enjoy flexible schedules, bi-weekly
paychecks, a fun work
environment, the potential
for advancement, pizza
discounts, comprehensive
training, 401(k)
Apply now at
Papa John's
656 N. 12th St.,
Murray. KY
No Phone Calls Please

tii Int)
It) •

http.fiwww papaiohns com

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments

Call
(866)520-8925

Check us out
on the Web!

Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

NO FEES TO APPLY

www.murrayledger.com

VISA

Large United
Methodist Church
seeks full-time
director of
children's programming. Successful
candidate will
develop, organize
and conduct
activities for
children, birth
through sixth grade.
Please send resume
and references to
P.O. Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 42071
Domestic & Childcare
ABSOLUTELY
CLEAN
Evenings & Weekends.
Your Business, Home or
Office. Call Kim at 3152701 or 251-2684.
FRICK-N-FRACK
Cleaning
Thorough house cleaning
at affordable rates
Call for appointment
759-5267 or 489-6218
KIDS Krew Daycare Ages
6 week to Pre-school.
Open 5:30 a.m. to 600
p.m. 810 Whitnell
759-3333.
WILL do house cleaning
(270)354-5239
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique fumiture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns_
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
ELECTRIC
heaters, air
conditioners, used carpeting, refrigerators
and
stoves. 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
DISH NETWORK
Free Satellite system, free
installation. 50 channels
plus 8 channels of HBO
only $36.98 per month.
Before getting a satellite
system. check out our
service department. Come
by Beasley's at 400 N. 4th
Street or call 759-0901 to
schedule your installation.
GOOD USED
BUILDING MATERIAL
•1/4 plate glass cut to size
•2"x4" up to 12' lengths
•1"x8" & 1"x10" Knotty
Pine T&G *8' to 12' lengths
•Prehung doors & windows
.King water bed .All types
of materials. Ect.
Low Prices
436-6400 Anytime
L.P. Gas Refills
New OPD Valves and
100 LB cyl in stock
B & B Broker's
753-4389
LIKE new yard Vacuum &
chipper Used once $200
753-0186
RASCAL II Electric mobility. large deluxe 3 wheeler.
1996 model used very little, like new. $1,200 00,
electric hoist $350 00 Call
(270)474-8878
SOFT drink machine. 8
drink selection, coin operated Excellent condition
$500 474.8272
STRAW for sale
$2 00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day

Articles
For Sale

HONOR A

SUNTANA Wolff system
Tanning Bed $600 Call after 4pm 753-0736

VETERAN
Toda), more than ever, we appreciate the courage and dedication
shown by our men and women in uniform. This Veterans Day.
honor a veteran with a special message in our newspaper.

USED Office Furniture,
Metal Desk, File
Cabinets, Bookcases
Twin Lakes Office
Product Inc.
753-0123

In Honor of
TSGT J.II. Burkeen

WHISPER Vita Master
2000 Treadmill. Like new.
Has pulse meter, heart
rate, distance walked,
speed control, incline.
-753-6657

Thank you for the time you '
served our country. We love
you and are proud of you.
Your family

Appliances

In Memory of
Paul Douglas Moore

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES

1949 - 1990
Thank you for serving our
Country.

Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

Sadly Missed
Your Family & Friends

160

Home Furnishings

$10.00 Per Veteran

LIGHT oak Aspen enter
tamment center for large
screen television. Excellent condition. $100. Call
759-3622.
SOFA and Love Seat,
Excellent
condition.
$300.00. 759-1094.
190
Farm Equipment

Name, Picture & 20 Word Message.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES WILL
BE NOVEMBER 6 AT 5 P.M.
Murray Ledger & Times - Veterans
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
For more information contact
Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens at 753-1916.

1981 743 Bobcat loade
$6,500.00(270) 382-3915
220
Musical

Apartments For Rent
FENDER Princeton Amp,
2 10's, 2 channels, like WHY Not Buy A Bette
new, $280.00. Call 759- Home? 2003 Sunshine
doubles. 3 bedroom, 2
3394
bath only $39,900. or 4
bedroom, den, ,2 bathonly
$49,900.
Arrowhead Homes
1993 16x80 Buccaneer, 3
Sales, Inc.
bedroom, 2 bath. Newly
3124 Hwy. 79N.,
remodeled & well mainPans, Tn
tained. $15,000. 753-7901
811-754-6900
or 759-4599.
1994 Fleetwood 14x70
2BR/2Eith.Washer/Dryer/
Ref., Central Air, Gas
Heat/Stove, Located in
Riviera • Cts. $15.800.00.
Call 792-4924- Leave
Message after 3:30 p.m.
95 16x65 2BR, 2BA, like
new in town w/front porch
and awning $22,000 7539603
FALL Specials
Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
Paris Location.
Exclusive Fleetwood
dealer.
Falling prices.
*2003 14x50 2 bed, 1 bath
$12,900.00.
*2003 16x80 3bed, 2 bath.
vinyl siding, shingle roof.
thermo pane windows
$23,900.00.
•New- 24x48 3 bed, 2
bath Double wide, open
floor plan, $27,900.00.
Fleetwood 2 year warranty
on New Homes. Also
pre-owned & Bank Repo
Homes.
(731) 644-0012
1-800-533-3568
MOBILE home-2 Bedroom. 1 Bath on approx. 2
acres, 1/2 mile from lake.
Very nice with extras.
$33,000.00. 767-0202
RELIANCE Homes Inc.
Halloween Special. 2003
32x80 with 3/4" plywood
floors, Mohen faucets,
Porcelain sinks, Fiberglass
tubs 4 BR, 3 Bath
Delivered & Set up, with
A/C $59,900 until Nov 7th
TRAILER- 14x70 & wood
bldg- 10'3"x16. Has to be
moved. $4,250. for both.
761-1953 or 753-8285.
Both in good condition.
VERY nice 91 Fleet wood
14x64 2 bedroom. 1 bath,
split plan. cathedral ceilings. C/H/A, under pending and decks included
Call 753
$11 800 00
2905

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 Bedroom, No pets. 753
9866.
2 BR, 1 Bath, furnished,
well maintained, located 5
minutes North of Murray,
1 1/2 miles off 641 on 35
acres. $325.00. (270) 442
9104
2BR, private lot. Deposit
re uired 753-1790

Houses For Rent

2BR duplex, stove and re *605 Sycamore-Nice 3
frigerator $300. month
bedroom, gas, $525.00
$300 deposit. 1517 1/2 Washer & Dryer
Henry St. Call 435-4125
•1609 Farmer. Duplex,
near MSU, 2 bedroom,
Duplex
2BR..
C/H/A
$385.00.
Coleman RE 759-4118
Washer & Dryer.
3 BR, Apt. C/H/A, Newly
753-0919 or 1-800-589redecorated. Located on
7956.
campus, $400.00 month (2
small country
people) $435.00 month (3 CUTEpeople) includes water, home 1 bedroom $290/
sewage and trash. 435- month plus security 4744632 or 559-8510.
2520
4br. Diuguid Drive Cole- SMALL House for rent, 7
miles east of Murray. Linzy
man RE 759-4118
FOR Rent Large 2 Bed- Beane residence. 436room, 2 full bath Brick Du- 2582.
bedroom
plex. All appliances fur- SMALL one
nished plus lawn service , house, quiet area, close to
in quiet neighborhood. Aurora. $250.00 rent/
$250 00 deposit + utilities,
753-7903.
FORREST View Apart- no et (270) 354-6040

ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $325/ month. Call
753-1970. Leave Message. Equal Housing Op1 Bedroom apartment,
portunity.
GREAT 2br townhouse,
dead end street, appliances furnished, screened in
1 Bedroom Duplex, very porch. 2 level. 519-0599
clean and nice. furnished, LARGE Duplex 3br, 2
C/1-1/A. W/D, 12 miles east bath, den & livingroom, apMurray. no pets. pliances, 1 car garage.
of
$250 00 mo +deposit Available now. Lease, no
474-8272
pets $600 plus deposit.
1 OR 2br apts near down- 489-2195 after 6Dm
town Murray starting at
RED OAKS APTS.
$2.00/mo 753-4109
Special
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
$100 Deposit
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
1BR From $280
902 Northwood Dr
2BR From $325
Monday.
Call Today!
Wednesday, Fnday
753-8668.
Phone 759-4984.
SLEEPING rooms 1 1/2
Equal Housing
miles from MSU. $150 a
Opportunity
month, all utilities paid. No
TDD #1-800-648-6056
pets 767-9037
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
SUB-LEASE available @
near MSU. 753-1252 or
Murray Place Apartments
753-0606.
ASAP, until Dec $25000
1BR apt available, all apmonth obo 753-3814
pliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444_
Houses For Rent
1BR Apt. $225
Small pets okay
2 Bedroom, 1
Bath
Coleman RE
$19500 month + deposi
759-411e_
1BR furnished. low utilit- in Panorama Shores 753
ies, no pets $225.00 9826
month 753-3949.
2&3 Bedroom houses for
2BR Duplex at 1304 Val- rent Coleman RE 759leywood Dr $375. per 4118.
month 759-4406
3 BR 1 Bath Brick house,
2BR
C/H/A 2 car garage, located
Duplex.
19098 Westwood
Dr North edge of City limits
Lease No pets $360 plus 559-1834 753-5960 753deDOsit. 753-8002
4389.
2BR NEAR MSU
48R house Lease and deColeman RE 759-4118
posit required 753-4109

20FT x 50 FT storage
building located off North
4th Street behind Beasley
Antenna and Satellite Call
759-0901
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20440 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
NORTHWOOD STORAGE
Available-Various
Units
sizes Call (270) 762-0196

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
ALL SIZE UNITS
AVAILABLE

753-3853
PREMIER MINIST9RAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

COMMERCIAL Building
for rent, 406 South 12th
Street Call 753-3966
380
Pets & Supplies
2 AKC male Poodles
white & apricot 731-584
8152 after 5pm
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6 week old male register
-toy Poodle, creme color
300 00(270)436-6338
KC Register Poodles
• imeranian and Chihuaua 731-584-9422
,JLACK Lab mix puppies
ee to good home 753619
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
OR SALE Reg English
Setter puppies -Tricky
Dock Champion blood line"
$150 (270)247-5222
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
Sable & White
1-270-354-8211

Charlais
ti EGISTERED
Bull. Born September
1999, weighs 1,400 lbs,
breeder
.Jxcellent
5800.00.(270) 436-2007
1WH, 15 hands. gelding ,
_harp, gentle. needs expe'ienced rider. 7 years old,
ill shots 753-0324
430
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"
Lots For Sale
_ARGE lot for sale
160x190) located in exclusive area of town.
Ready to build on, all city
:Addles. Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

Services Offered

Used Cars

Pets& Suppiles

1988 Olds Cutlass Ciera
one owner. 54xxx miles
good condition, $2,500 00
759-1882

Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
•Compare our prices
•References furnished
•Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953

1996 Ford Taurus GL
Hunter Green, 4-door
sedan, 96,000 miles, great
condition, $6.000.00 Call
753-0291
1997 Toyota Camry LE
114,xxx road miles, one
owner. CD changer power
power, air $6,750 0130 BACKHOE & TRUCKING
759-3175 519-8854
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
2001 Red Corvette,
white rock
absolutely brand new.
436-2113
7.000 miles. Black sport
BARRY James'
leather seats, smokeglass
Electronic Shop.
removeable top, heads up
display, fully loaded
Most electronics Repaired
Stereos installed
$46,000 New $38,900
759-2457
435-4632
BRANDON'S Outdoor
'87 White Camaro 1-Roc
Services.
Z28, PAN, P/L, T-tops, 350
Lawn•Muich•Shrubs
TPI, 5 speed $2,700
•Bush Hogging•Tilling
OBO 753-1723
(270)436-5277
'89 Pontiac Bonneville.
White, 4-door $1,200 00 CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
OBO Can be seen at
corner of 6th and Chest- (270)436-2113
CHIM Chim
nut_ 436-6260
Chimney Sweep
•93 Mitsubishi Eclipse auto
Chimney Cleaning and
CD-cass sunroof. Runs
chimney caps
groat $2,150. •88 Ford Es10% Senior Discount
cort 4-spd, 4 dr. Runs
Tracy Manning
great, low miles. $950.
435-4006
767-0508
fininshing
CONCRETE
99 Mazda 626 LX, 4 cyl.,
Free estimates
auto, loaded. $8,100 OBO.
sidewalks, driveways,
Must sell. 492-6196
patios
500
435-4619
Used Trucks
D. G.
Landscaping & Nursery
4x4
Dodge
1990
•Overseeding/ Fertilizer
Call 753-5626 ext 222
•Trimming
2001 Ford F-150 super
•Leaf Mulching
crew 753-0472 or 752- •Box blading/ Bushogging
0472
(270)753-2210
45$

455

Acreage

Acreage

Timber company liquidating land &
timber investment, excellent hunting
and fishing properties:
2300 acres ± Tiptonville, TN on MS River
4 miles from Reelfoot Lake, one of a kind.
450 acres ± Newport, AR on White River.
300-1500 ± acres in state of Mississippi.
2500 acres ± non contiguous tracts in
Louisiana.
1-800-844-3092 daytime 8-5
662-453-7770 evening 6-9 p.m.
*1990 Full Size Bronco,
4W/D, $2,800.00
•1985 Dodge 3/4 Ton Van
$500.00. 753-7444.

Homes For Sale
2 BR. 1 BA with Living
Room and Large Family
Room. Has attached
Garage and Large Backyard. 915 N 18th Street.
759-1868

510
Campers
MOTOR Home Tires, used
only 15,000 miles,Michelin
225/70R19 5
520
Boats 8 Motors

3 Bedroom Frame House
436-5064
3BR. 1 bath brick home.
Large Family room, detached carport. 1204 Mel
rose. shown by Appt 7535892

2 Sea-doos & trailer
89' VIP 19' boat & trailer
Call 753-8251 or 559-8225

BY Owner: 2 BR, 1 Bath,
vinyl siding, unfinished
upstairs. Mid 50's. Olive
St. Murray. Appointment
only. 436-6260.

Services Offered

COUNTRY living at its
best. 2 bedroom brick with
attached garage located
on 1.3 acres just .4.5 miles
west of Murray city limas.
Corner lot with lots of matures trees_ House newly
redecorated throughout.
Must see to appreciate. By
appointment only. Call
753-5975
NEW Duplex for sale, 3br,
2 bath utility room, kitchen. den. Each side is
leased for year. Great investment Call 753-3966.
REDUCE
2 or 3 bedroom in city, low
fifty 753-5114 or 759-8200

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
Martin Heights 1542 Whippoom ill
3 or 4 bedrooms,
BLT 1989. new roof.
new stove, freshly
painted, 2050 sq. ft..
1/2 ac. lot, sprinkler
system, deck &
custom gazebo and
walkways, nicel
landscaped
2 car att, gar. wilot,
of storage.

2189-2641
Motorcycles & ATV's
12111
[
95 Honda 4 trax 300
green $1,850 489-2917
485
Sport Utility Vehicles

I

1996 Land Rover/Range
Rover, 4 0, SE, Dark
Green with saddle leather.
never
miles.
102K
wrecked. always maintained. local car, must see
to appreciate Loan value
Asking
$13.000 00
$1250000 Day (270)
759-4700 Night (270)
759-1204

hauling,
affordable
A
cleaning out garages, attics, gutters, junk, tree
work. 436-5141.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING junk clean up, cleaning out sheds gutters tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal.
492-8737,
437-3044
free Estimates
AAA Carpentry,
Electrical, Remodeling,
All types of building
Fast efficient Good workmanship, ceramic tile
counter, floor, decks.
35 years experiences
436-6400
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns. Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts. etc
Free pickup, delivery 4362867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction•
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows. Vinyl
Siding. Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
ALTERATIONS
Machine Quilting
Window Treatment
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Expen-,
ence Gerald Walters 7532592

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors

Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422
FALL Lawn Care
Leaf Mulching or Raking
489-2989
FENCING
MIDWAY FENCE
COMPANY.
•Complete Line
•Free Estimates
*Insured
759-1519.
FIX It UP
We Do It Right
The First Time!
Home Improvements,
General Maintenance,
Landscaping, Decks
752-0776 Cell
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured 489-280
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage.
753-2555
Luke Lamb
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
*No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates.
•Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

630
Services Offered

630
Services Offered

380

Granites Marble - Fabrication
• Kitchen Counters• Fireplaces
•Tub Decks • Rack Spla.hcs • Showers

Services

N1es%age 753-80S7
11:.% ening 753-2041

Lamb Brothers Inc.
Lamb Bros. Tree Service
((270)753-2555•(800)611-6854
DIA

ree EsiontileA

•

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
853-1172
Murray.

WE DO!

Experience!
4 YearsT72
7
Over 3

3

•

CARPET & R

R COVERING

Kroahrs

0
0
•
0

TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting, Pressure Wash
767-9013
YARD Sale leftovers?
Will pick up
Call Rob 753-8117
or Gary 767-0905

Hu•L KY

33
Hwy. 641 1-1/2 abet Soweto( *miry Ton Teo« Road. RiaN 19)0 yards -o
. • HARDWOOD • CARPET
•

5CERAMIC TL F •'SC'

LOTS FOR SALE
560

Starting at S12,500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

Free Column
MUCH loved 4yr old
spayed female chow Free
to good home/fenced yard.
Good, friendly pet. Job requires travel. 753-5037

Also top soil and gravel

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility

*Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rate,.
•Multiple no money down programs
•No income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates.
MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
OF OUR FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Wablo wi berseil by the number of
replies he got from a real estate at ,n the

Ledger a Times

Global Mortgage Link
6erry Puckett•Darren A. Jones •Jacquelyn gatson •Patty Butler
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

Classifieds
27C- ..ED3
.sgwdebt•Mbogeb`Wtyr....

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Oct. 30. 2002:
Success marks your work and personal
life. Networking and precision mix to
make you the office star. A pay raise or
promotion becomes a distinct possibility
if you remain in your chosen field. Some
of you will make quite the splash in your
community, assuming a greater leadership role. If you are single, you will meet
your match this year, though you might
go through quite a few suitors and
gooey-eyed admirers first. If you are
attached, share more of the many different aspects of your life. Do more together as a team. The more you include your
sweetie in other aspects of your life, the
happier he or she will be. VIRGO
anchors you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average: 2-So-so; I-Difficult

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

on the back burner for way too long. A
partner enjoys your choices, humor and
delightful charm. You could be baffled
by a senous matter. Stop and give a key
goal some thought. Tonight: An important friend needs your ear.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** If you close your door, you will
get much more done than anticipated.
Carefully realize limits, especially if they
involve a child or loved one. Consider
someone's advice later. Right now, get
list.
must-do
your
through
"Accomplishment" becomes your middle name. Tonight: Whatever you like.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Keep your focus, and you'll
achieve more than you thought possible.
Others work with you far more easily
than in the past. Trust your judgment.
Carefully review a personal matter that
revolves around a child or a flirtatious
tie. Tonight! Vanish while you can.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Continue with a project. Don't
back down, even if you might want to.
Stay direct and clear in your dealings.
You'll find that others can easily
respond. Your mother or a family member could add confusion to your plans.
Tonight: Indulge loved ones.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
**** Complete research. Start getting your ideas down on paper. Screen
long-distance calls, but realize which
ones would shed light on a key project.
When a meeting degenerates into silliness. don't get uptight. Tonight: Work as
late as need be.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Deal with an associate direct •
ly. One-on-one relating improves the
spint of cooperation you need and want
right now. You also come to an important
financial decision. The careful Goat
might even splurge. Make calls before
you leave the office. Tonight: Follow the
music.
AQUARIUS (lan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others seek you out. You
might be overwhelmed by requests. but if

you buckle down, you will find a way to
fulfill the majority of them. Celebration
follows in the wake of the completion of
a project A call presents good news.
Tonight As you like it.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)

**** Get into a project. You get more
done than you thought possible if you
just buckle down. Don't allow your
imagination to get camed away Curb
flights of fantasy, if you want to get out
of the office. Loosen up Tonight Say
"yes- to an invitation.

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fn. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

LICENSED & INSURED
President: Lake Lamb
t .

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

114erity

ree & Stump Removal

Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Cleanup Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of Equipment

TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Tart,

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Many Quality References Available

Visit Our Showroom Today

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Phone (270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

David Borders

custom homes, additionS
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior

0

Order by 11 am. &
pick up next day.

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

Tom'5VANCE
CONTRACTING
11=1111
994-0388
767-9036

0.

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

• We Specialize in Cleaning"

3301 Si Rt. 121 N.. %lurra,. K1

ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
**** Though everything might seem
753-5827.
to be in order, do some double-checking.
NEED Help Moving?
and you'll feel much better. A meeting
No job too small
late in the day proves to be more of a
Please call 354-6473
social happening. Go with the moment.
ROOF LEAKING?
Some fnendly laughter makes for a betCall a professional
ter work environment. Tonight. Look
435-4645
over your mail.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Antique & Custom *** Deal with the basics. When a boss
furniture repairs.
becomes demanding and adds that touch
of confusion he or she is so noted for,
Chairs, tables
you will make headway if you stick with
Cabinetry.
the fundamentals. Realize when you
Will also build
have had enough. Consider options that
custom pieces to
surround a creative venture later on.
match existing or
Tonight: Take a midweek break.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
custom build
**** Speak your mind and clear your
Call Rich at
desk over the next fey. days. Your ability
Designs
Creative
to come to terms with others' ideas can
(270)436-2805
and will make a big difference. You
might have difficulty sorting through a
SUREWAY
vague message or behind-the-scenes gosTREE SERVICE
sip. Tonight: Head on home. You need
Stump Removal
downtime.
some
Insured with full line of
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
equipment
*** After explaining a financial deciFree estimates
sion, you might be met with sheer confu753-5484
sion Explain yourself. but also understand that others don't always have the
same grasp on events and material as you
All Major Appliances
do. Keep at it. Start at square one
and Most Major Brands
Tonight: Gather with your fnends
Ward-Elkins LEO (July 23-Aug. 22i
On The Square • Murra,, **** Use your high energy to com(270) 753-1713
plete some key projects that have been

WE SERVICE

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal

HAMILTON

CERAMIC TILE • C

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Wiggins Furniture Since 7958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

Shaken baby case creates
concern in community near post
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) A children's advocate says the community should step up efforts to curb
child abuse after a Fort Campbell,
Ky., soldier was charged with injuring his infant son by shaking him.
"I think we need a public education program here and more funding," said Montgomery County
Child Advocacy Board member
Tamara Shoemaker."We need verbal
education to the new parents and
stress management."
Nine-week-old Mark Dedmon
was treated at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center for shaken baby syndrome. Montgomery County authorities charged his father, Spc. Eric
Dedmon, 21, with aggravated child
abuse.
Dedmon is based at Fort
Kentuckythe
Campbell on
Tennessee border.
Shoemaker said a 1995 American
Medical Association study done in
the Fort Bragg, N.C., area concluded
that military babies are three times
more likely than civilian babies to be
victims of shaken baby syndrome.
But Fort Campbell officials told
The Leaf-Chronicle newspaper the
study is too limited to be conclusive.
They said the child abuse rate at the
post has dropped from 9.4 percent
per 1,000 children of Army families
in 1994 to 3.9 percent in 2001. That
compares with a current Army-wide
rate of 4.9 percent, according to the

post's Family Advocacy Program.
Last year, two of four child abuse
deaths in Montgomery County
resulted in charges against someone
associated with the military.
Fort Campbell spokesman Maj.
Paul Fitzpatrick said the Army is
working to prevent abuse by requiring classes for all soldiers who
become new fathers. Dedmon did
not attend the class because he
already had a 2-year-old child.

GUNG?
HOW ABOUT AN ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium
and Single Premium Deferred
Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is:

4.50%

•rn.s 'are

guaranteed

for fee Um' moorn and Men
can wary rnoneuv
locked m It ere year

Shelia Crouse

300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741

)
„ii it. wOOODMEN

ENRID/
U'O
Dm
F,.111E
4
0

LIFE
HOW MYR I. OMAHA NEBRASKA

www.woodmen.com

www.murrayledger.com
Re-Elect DORIS PARHAM
to the Murray City Council
#3 on the Ballot
November 5,2002
• Experienced • Hardworking
•Listens to citizens concerns
• Dedicated • Reliable
Paid for by Doris Parham

KIDS KREW
Constructive
Learning Center, Inc.
010 Whitriell
Licensed for ages 6 weeks thru Pre-K

270-759-3333
Hours: 5:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

""E DON SEE
SHERIFF
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT PERFORMANCE OF
THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE?
IS THE OFFICE PREPARED FOR POST 9-11 EMERGENCIES?
WHO IS THE CANDIDATE WITH OVER 30 YEARS OF PUBLIC
SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND 4.502 HOURS or TECHNICAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING?

'CHOOSE YOUR SHERIFF AS YOU WOULD YOUR DOCTOR; THE
MOST QUALIFIED FOR THE JOB!
'PARTY POLITICS IS IRRELAVENT WHEN IT CONCERNS YOUR

SAFETY SECURITY AND THE LAW
VOTE DON SENF FOR SHERIFF. THE CANDIDATE WITH THE
MOST EDUCATION TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.
Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I was married a
few months ago. My sister and one
of my bridesmaids "got into it"
inside the limousine on the way to
the chapel. My sister said my friend
was rude. I became upset because I
felt they could have waited until
after the reception to air their differences. I felt my sister was selfish.
At the end of the reception, my
mom and I got into a huge argument. Mom was drunk and cursing
at the guests. One guest came up to
me and complained about her.
When I confronted my mother, she
said I was a liar and some other
hurtful things. Then Mom wanted
to make some nasty comments on
the microphone. When her girlfriend and I tried to stop her, her
friend and Mom fell on the floor.
Mom refuses to acknowledge
that she has a drinking problem, so
I decided to stay away from both
her and my sister. I haven't spoken
to either one since the wedding. Am
I wrong?
"D" IN FARMINGDALE,N.Y.
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LOOKING BACK

your husband's daughter is a
"Daddy's girl" — she needs his
approval and support, and it
isn't likely to change. You are
not rivals for his affection
unless you make it so. Think of
it this way: You and she have
something important in common. You both love her father
in different ways, just as he
loves both of you.

10 years ago
group of Tappan Company, spoke
Five members of Boy Scout at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am in a
Troop 45 were presented their Eagle held at Murray Woman's Club
quandary. My great-grandchildren,
Badge awards, highest honor in Boy House.
ages 6 and 7, are being abused by
Mr. and Mrs. G.C. Burkeen will
Scouting,
at a court of honor at First
their divorced mother. Let me elaboUnited Methodist Church. They be married 60 years Nov. 2.
rate a little, so that you will get a little
40 years ago
were Geoffrey Ball, Bryan Burgess,
"flavor" of the situation I am in.
A forest fire on the afternoon of
Christopher Fuhrman, Scott Kellie
The children have, according to the
mother, been "sick" since they were
Oct. 28 burned over an estimated
and Matt Weatherly.
born. They have been over-medicated.
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist 100 acres in the Kentucky Lake
The darling little girl had an operation cannot answer your question. In
***
Church held its 100th year celebra- area, according to Calloway County
short,
I
believe
that
your
best
on her spine, leaving her incontinent.
DEAR ABBY: I work in a busy tion commemorating the origination Forester Wade Roberts. The land is
Now the mother declares that the boy approach would be to involve the medical
professionals
who
provide
assisoffice
where I meet and interview of Dexter Methodist Church (1891) located six miles east of New Conneeds "an MR!,' because he is too fat.
tance and care to your great-grandclients. Last week, while meeting and Hardin Methodist Church cord.
When the children visit their grandchildren.
with a couple — who were prospec- (1892. The two churches merged in
Lester Nanny, commander of
mother, it is with a full set of instrucDEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
tive clients — the man began 1967 with the first service held in American Legion
tions about how to use several mediPost, spoke on
chronic,
severe dry skin that is seaadmiring my display of family phocines. The mother refuses to inform
"Education and Scholarships for
the new building Dec. 31, 1967.
sonal,
usually
autumn
and
winter.
tographs.
To
my
surprise,
he
picked
the father of the children's health
Veterans' Children" at a meeting of
20 years ago
I live in Montana at a high elevation
up the portrait of my husband,
problems. Isn't the father entitled to
American Legion Post Auxiliary at
Halloween
be
obnight
will
and,
despite
my
showed
increased
it
to
fluid
his
wife,
and
said,
have this information? Should I interintake, vitamins and avoidance of sun,
"Look, there's Michael, Kathy's served on Oct. 31 even though it is the home of Mrs. Ronald Churchill.
fere and give it to him?
boyfriend!"(Kathy is the man's sis- on a Saturday, according to Mayor
DEAR READER: This is an exceed- every September the problem begins.
50 years ago
ter.)
I
realize
that
this
is
not
a
burning
Holmes Ellis and Murray City Poingly challenging problem. If, in the
Elected as officers of Blood
Abby,
he
question
knew
my
for
all
your
readers,
but
it
is
husband's
lice Chief Jerry Lee.
opinion of medical experts, the chilRiver
Baptist Association at its anname,
the name of my husband's
dren are truly ill, their medicines may driving me crazy. My husband has the
Births reported include a boy to
best
friend
nual
meeting
and
at Zions Cause Baptist
where
What
same
he
can
we
problem.
do'?
lives.
When
be necessary and the youngsters
I asked Michael about it, he said he Sgt. and Mrs. Tommy Hooks , Sept. Church in Marshall County were
DEAR READER: I would first sugshould have them.
DEAR "D": You are not wrong; didn't know any girl named Kathy. I 2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dr. H. C. Chiles, moderator; The
If, on the other hand, they are not gest that you and your husband see a
you
are protecting yourself. You want to believe Michael, but I cannot Bruce, Sept. 24; a girl to Mr. and Rev. T.L. Campbell, assistant moddermatologist
to
make
sure
that
you
sickly, someone should consider that
understand why a couple would go to
Mrs. Richard Browning, Sept. 27; a
the mother has a serious mental con- aren't suffering from a chronic skin will never be able to have the
such great lengths to be as cruel as girl to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Flukes, erator; the Rev. J.W. Kloss, clerk;
relationship
you
want
with
your
such
as
condition,
psoriasis
or
dition called Munchausen-by-proxy.
they were to me. Michael and I have Oct. 1; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Randy the Rev. J.F. Young, assistant clerk;
the mother may be subjecting them to eczema. However, I do not believe mother until she faces the fact no
and the Rev. J.H. Thurman, treasknown enemies and have had a
Jetton, Oct. 7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
unnecessary testing, surgery and that such a condition is the cause of she's an alcoholic and confronts very
urer.
committed marriage for 13
her
problem.
As
for
your
sister
problem.
your
treatment to satisfy her own emotionTommy Wells, Oct. 10; a boy to the
"Glad to see Dr. P.A. Hart's
In certain parts of the country — and your bridesmaid, I don't years. What do you make of this?
al disability. The doctors who treat
Rev. and Mrs. Richard Yeatts, Oct.
PUZZLED IN FLORIDA
know
who
is
to
blame
for
the
especially
high,
dry
altitude
those
in
a
home
going back up again. The
the children, in conjunction with
18.
roof burned off of it and the
whole
appropriate mental-health profession- such as yours — the cooler autumn argument in the limo, but they
DEAR PUZZLED: What hap30 years ago
ceiling of the upper floor caved in at
als, should make this diagnosis. and winter air is relatively devoid of both owe you an apology.
pened had to be a terrible
Published is a picture of Dow
Should your concerns about the chil- moisture. Consequently, unavoidable
***
the
fire on Oct. 21. Notice that carshock. My first reaction is that
Ryan, son of Dr. and Mrs. Louis
dren be justified, you must speak to skin exposure to such air will invaripenters
are at work on the new
you are in denial. The couple
DEAR
ABBY:
My
husband,
Charles Ryan of Murray, receiving
the pediatrician, share your observa- ably lead to dryness, itching and flak- "Mel," and I are in our 70s. We have you were interviewing knew too
column,"Seen & Heard
from
roof,"
his air crewman wings at North Istions and make certain that the doctor ing.
been married 14 years. It's the sec- many precise details to be fakAround Murray" by James C. WilThe
most
effective
land,
treatment
San
Diego,
Calif.
He
is
with a
for ond marriage for both of us.
has considered Munchausen-bying. It's time you look further
Navy aviation anti-submarine war- liams, publisher.
proxy. In my opinion, it is only this harmless nuisance is to provide
Mel has a 30-year-old daughter and do some fact-checking.
Births reported include a girl to
through such an exchange of informa- additional lubrication to the affected who is married and the mother of
fare squadron.
Mr.
and Mrs. Talmer Arnett, Oct.
skin
areas.
You
may
have to experi- two children. She and her husband
tion that the children's best interests
Truman B. Clark of Mansfield,
ment a bit, because there is individual
16.
can be protected.
and children live out of state.
Ohio, president of the appliance
The issue about informing the variation with respect to the efficacy
Abby, the daughter calls my husof
commercially
available products. band at least twice a day, any time
father is largely a legal one. Common
CONTRACT BRIDGE
TODAY IN HISTORY]
decency and good sense do mandate I've had success with Eucerin, she feels the urge to talk to him. I
that the father should, in my view, be Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion, Keni find it very annoying that a girl her
By The Associated Press
provided appropriate news about his Lotion and Curel. For particularly age needs to talk to her "daddy" so
Today is Tuesday. Oct. 29, the
children, but I am not aware of the resistant cases of seasonal dry skin. I often. She asks him for advice and
302nd day of 2002. There are 63
stipulations of the divorce decree, so prefer lanolin cream. Ask your phar- constantly tells him she loves him.
days left in the year.
macist about this.
Of course, Mel loves the attention West dealer.
and play a third heart, establishing
Other readers who may be interest- she lavishes on him — but I am
Today's Highlight in History:
West's suit. Sooner or later, declarer
North-South vulnerable.
ed in related conditions can send for upset and a little jealous.
On Oct. 29, 1929. "Black Tueswould have to lead a diamond, and
NORTH
my Health Report "Eczema and
day" descended upon the New York
Is her behavior normal, and if so,
would
take
did,
West
whenever
he
6
4
+
Q
Psoriasis" by sending a self- how do I handle
this infuriating sitthe ace and sink the contract with his Stock Exchange. Prices collapsed
V A 52
addressed, stamped envelope and $2 uation?
amid panic selling and thousands of
hearts.
remaining
Q
3
•
K
to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
FRUSTRATED IN FLORIDA
But now let's suppose South leads investors were wiped out as Ameri+A 109 8
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
diamonds at once, instead of spades. ca's Great Depression began.
EAST
WEST
title.
DEAR FRUSTRATED: You
In that case, he makes the contract
4A 9875
42
In 1682, the founder of Pennsyl“handle it" by learning to
Copyright 2902, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
whatever the defenders do. If West vania, William Penn, landed at what
•K J 4
V 10 9 8 6 3
accept it. For whatever reason,
•7 4
refuses the first diamond. South is now Chester,
•A 10 9 6
Pa.
plays another one.
4643
4Q J 5
117)..4411LNr
C:01VI
In
McKinley's
1901,
President
As a result, West's hearts drop out
SOUTH
of the picture. If he takes the ace, he assassin, Leon Czolgosz, was elec• J 10 3
•Q7
has no entry to his hearts; if he trocuted.
In 1911, American newspaperrefuses
the ace a second time, South
•
J
8
5
2
\ I'D LIKE YOUR OPINION
NO WAY; I'VE HAD TOO
DO YOU
04-51.11:2E HE SAME THING
man
Joseph Pulitzer died in
spades
to
abandons the suit and leads
4K 72
ON MY NEW SAUCE
MANY (3A0 EXPERIENCES
THINK
_., HAPPENED
TASTING
rA_
Charleston. S.C.
HE'LL BE
wrap up the contract.
TO HIM
The bidding:
YOUR
ALRIGHT \IN THE
Obviously, the crux of the hand
In 1956, "The Huntley-Brinkley
South
East
North
West
SAUCES 4.10
< e.
7 KITCHEN
lies in choosing the right suit to Report" premiered as NBC's
1 NT
14
1+
Pass
attack, but which suit South should nightly television newscast. replac3 NT
Pass
2 NT
Pass
V-0,
play first is certainly not the tossup it ing "The Camel News Caravan."
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
1A4—'39might appear to be. In making his
In 1966, the National Organizavri'l
The bidding by the opponents choice, South goes back to the bid- tion for Women was founded.
177177 NW_ —_-_
frequently determines declarer's ding for guidance.
PROMISE
In 1979, on the 50th anniversary
It is far more logical to assume of the great stock market crash.
course of play. Consider this deal,
YOU'LL LOVE
n- WATCH/
that East's spade bid was based on a
where East's one-spade overcall
anti-nuclear protesters tried but
•
suit headed by the ace rather than one
tw—
should help South find the winning
failed
to shut down the New York
that
if
follows
nine.
It
the
headed
by
tricks.
to
route nine
Exchange.
Stock
West has an ace, it is more likely to
West led a heart, East taking the
I-1 V
In 1998, at age 77. Sen. John
be in diamonds than spades, and
king and returning the jack. Declarer
won with the queen and had to South therefore shapes his play so as Glenn, D-Ohio. roared back into
( 'THE4
'HALLOWEEN crioaxATE!'
EACH CATE&OR4 HAS ITS
to deprive West of his potential entry space aboard the shuttle Discovery,
decide which suit to play next.
LIVE SUCH
SAVE ME"
OWN COMPLEX LURE
Let's suppose he had led a spade card. In effect, the bidding draws a retracing the trail he'd blazed for
AND REQUIRES ITS OWN
QUIET
road map to the winning line of play. America's astronauts 36 years earto force out the ace. East would win
THERE'S ALSO
n€ HAD
DEFENSE STRATEGN
Lma
lier.
CHOCOLATE OUT
"ROMANI1C," CHOCOLATE.. WE DID NUT COME ARMED
ovES...
Tomorrow: Sylvia.
Five years ago: Chinese PresiIf14 DESK
"BIRTHDAN" CHOCOLATE
FOR THE HALLOWEEN
dent
Jiang Zemin met with PresiALL YEAR.
"GET WELL` CHOCOLATE.. chocouTrE cATEcoz
,i -rooftl!
"HOLIDAY" CHOCOLATE..
dent Clinton at the White House;
"HOTEL" CHOCOLATE..
the two leaders clashed over Chi"VENN,
* i'llACHINE"
na's human rights record, but
CROSSWORDS
CHOCOLATE...
agreed to end the diplomatic chill
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39 Oct. and Nov
between their countries.

Strictly a Matter of Logic
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41 Military force
42 "Bootnose" of
ice hockey
44 Potatoes
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46 Cold cut
meat
48 Rough sketch
51 Cave dweller
52 Basks
54 Pantyhose
shade
55 Birthday no.
56 Requests
57 Chair

1 Grounded
birds
5 Serpents
9 River tamer
12 Jet route
13 Shout
14 Lilly or
Wallach
15 Frenzy
17 Tofu source
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21 Bone-dry
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god
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26 Historical penod
27 Past
29 Dr. Manchu
31 Mountain pass
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34 Not care a —
35 Cairo loc.
36 Outlaw
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38 Web addr.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Creditors ask court to take nursing home out of Conner's hands
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Two of
Birchtree Healthcare nursing home's largest
creditors have asked a bankruptcy judge to
appoint a trustee to run the facility, which is
at the center of a scandal involving Gov.
Paul Patton, or put it up for sale.
Patton has admitted having an affair with
nursing home owner Tina Conner but denied
her allegations that her businesses received
favorable treatment from the state dunng
their two-year relationship and that
Birchtree was targeted by state inspectors
after the affair ended.
Alan Stout, a Marion lawyer representing
First National Bank of Clinton. said in a

Controversy in the

C)

C3N W E

court filing that the nursing home is in a
downward slide that threatens the creditors'
collateral as well as the health and safety of
its patients.
The bank is owed nearly $2.7 million.
Stout cited staff turnover, a small number
of patients and a recent government decision
to reject Birchtree's application to regain its
eligibility for federal funding.
The 116-bed facility had about a dozen
patients after federal officials cut off funding earlier this year.

Tennessee
lottery
support
slips a bit
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— A new statewide poll shows likely voters still favor a lottery but support for it has dropped 10 percent in
the past month.
The poll, sponsored by the
Chattanooga Times Free Press and
The Tennessean newspaper in
Nashville, showed 53 percent of
likely voters said they would sup'port the proposed lottery. Forty percent said they would oppose it and 7
percent were undecided.
In a similar mid-September survey, 63 percent of voters said they
backed it and 31 percent opposed it.
The most recent poll, conducted
by Washington-based Mason-Dixon
Polling & Research Inc., surveyed
625 likely voters statewide between
Oct. 21-23.
It had a margin of error of plus or
minus 4 percent.
-There's definitely been a drop
in support," said Brad Coker,
Mason-Dixon's managing director.
"There's still a majority that says
they're going to vote yes, but I'm
not as certain about its passage as I
was a month ago.
"It's possible this thing could be
slipping and might not pass."
If approved, the Nov. 5 referendum would lift a constitutional ban
on a lottery in Tennessee and clear
the way for lawmakers to establish
games that would fund college
scholarships first, then pre-kindergarten programs and school construction.
Supporters estimate a Tennessee
lottery would gross about $900 million a year. Of that, about half
would go to prizes and one-sixth to
administrative costs and ticket vendors, they say. The remaining onethird — roughly $300 million
would benefit education.

FUMC hosting
'Spook Special'
The youth at First United
Methodist Church here will hold
their annual "Spook Special" for
children through sixth grade
Wednesday. Oct. 30, from 5-7 p.m
in the church gym.
The event will feature a haunted
house, costume contest, face painting. cakewalk, pumpkin painting
and refreshments.
Cost is $4 per child and $3 each
additional child in the same family
Proceeds go to fund a youth mission
trip.

Sept. lb.
Among her claims is that
Patton ordered state inspectors to crack down on the
nursing home after she
broke off the affair in 1999
and rebuffed his efforts last
fall to resume it.
Patton also faces state
and federal investigations Conner
into his conduct regarding Conner's businesses.
An attorney representing Fourth Street
Solutions declined to comment about the
company's motion Monday.

national
br
ea
st
cancer
awareness
October is National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. It is estimated that, during this year alone,203,500 women
will be diagnosed with
breast cancer, and 43,000 women will lose their lives to the disease. Early detection and treatment of breast
cancer are the best
weapons for beating the disease. In support of the nationwide initiative to communities the importance of early
detection, we are
pleased to provide the following breast cancer early detection guidelines:
WOMEN AGED 40 OR OLDER:
1. Have a screening mammogram every year.
2. Schedule a clinical breast exam with a health professional every year.
3. Perform a breast self-examination every month.
WOMEN BETWEEN THE AGES OF 20 AND 39:
1. Schedule a clinical breast exam with a health professional every three years.
2. Perform a breast self-examination every month.
This important message appears courtesy of.

Appointment TODAY.
• ScheduleOurYour
Staff

Playhouse's
holiday show
auditions Wed.
Playhouse in the Park will hold
final audtiions for the classic holiday favorite, "The Best Christmas
Pageant Ever."
A classic tale about a family who
struggles to put on a church
Christmas pageant and is faced with
casting the Herdman kids — probably the most inventively awful kids
in history — with mayhem and fun
breaking loose when the Herdmans
collide with the Christmas story
head on.
Auditions will be Wednesday at
4 p.m. Children 6 and older, moms,
dads and many adults are needed for
this Christmas show, and rehearsals
will begin next week for the show's
opening December 5.
The play will run two weekends.
so participants are asked to have no
conflicts, and a break will be given
over the Thanksgiving holiday.
For additional information, contact Playhouse in the Park.

LTI-1

A hearing on the motion is scheduled for
Dec. 16 in U.S. Bankruptcy Court in
Paducah.
"We don't think that will fly," said Dan
Dabney, Birchtree's acting administrator.
-We will vigorously oppose it."
Dabney said the motion was "just to the
benefit of one creditor."
Nearly 100 creditors have filed claims
against Birchtree as of Oct. 17, court documents show.
Fourth Street Solutions, an Evansville,

Ind., nursing home consulting firm, said the
home owes it $128,000, making it the
largest unsecured creditor. Fourth Street
filed a motion earlier this month supporting
the Clinton bank's efforts.
In its filing, Fourth Street specifically
points to the ongoing scandal involving
Conner and Patton.
Both motions called for appointment of a
trustee or a court-ordered conversion to
Chapter 7 bankruptcy, where Birchtree's
assets would be sold off and the company
dissolved.
Conner made her allegations against
Patton in a sexual-harassment lawsuit filed

Sherry Freeman, A.R.N.P.
Dr. Gene Cook, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology
DT. Conrad Jones, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology
Janice Thurmond, A.R.N.P.
Dr. Lewis Drake, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology
Dr. Thomas L Green, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology
Dr. Brent Boles, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology
Dr. Dawn Deeter, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology
Donna Bourdreaux, RN,IBCLC, ARNP (not pictured)
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Saturday Hours•New Patients Welcome High & Low Risk Obstetrics•Treatment of Menopausal Conditions
Incontinence and Infertility Treatment•Lactation Services + Gynecologic Surgery
Advanced Laparoscopic Surgery•Accredited Ultrasound Program•Diagnosis And Treatment Of Osteoporosis
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. New Shipment of
Pottery has arrived!

In support of the Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast
Cancer, Vera Bradley has designed a new pattern — Hope.
A portion of the sale of each handbag, luggage item and
accessory in the Hope pattern will be directly donated to the
Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer
Available at...

Christmas Items Arriving Daily!
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